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Escape II 18K Black Gold

MORE FUTURE
THAN PAST

I

nspired by performance, precision and mechanical
prowess, Purnell is doubling down on its philosophy
of bringing more future than past to watchmaking.
Since the brand’s introduction at Watches & Wonders
Geneva 2020, Purnell has made its mark on the
landscape of contemporary high watchmaking, not
only with its unmistakable Spherion but also with a
manufacturing process integrated locally in the Vallée
de Joux all the way to the brand’s new headquarters
on Rue du Rhône in Geneva, which includes a refined
showroom that just opened on 1 September 2021.

ONLY TOURBILLON
Proof positive of this
mechanical power is the Escape
II collection, available in 48mm
or 44mm, and in different
materials, all sourced and honed
here in Switzerland with the
highest grade of savoir-faire:
From forged carbon (the case
of which weighs a mere 34.65
grams), to a sleek 18K “Black”
Gold or even the unique Absolute
Sapphire with an entirely
transparent sapphire case—
Purnell’s watches show a level
of know-how that could only be
sharpened here in Switzerland.
In the spirit of only associating
itself with the best of the best,
Purnell has also announced its
partnership with France Football’s
Ballon d’OrTM.

A prestigious collaboration
between two entities that each
recognize excellence, partnership
has been signed for three years.
In 2021, for the first time in
its history, the winners of the
legendary Ballon d’OrTM will
also receive for the first time an
exceptional unique piece created by
Purnell, equipped with a 30-rotating
golden football tourbillon.

SHOWROOM
Part of Purnell’s philosophy is rooted
in being Swiss Made, hence why the
brand finds it especially important
to have its headquarters and
showroom located in the heart of
Geneva on Rue du Rhône 80. Open
on appointment only, Purnell’s
showroom has been curated
as a true cabinet of curiosities,
housing artwork and traditional
watchmaking artefacts cocooned
in a warm and intimate setting
ideal for its high-end clientele.

Escape II Absolute Sapphire

Purnell makes a vow to only
create tourbillon movements.
The tourbillon is a defining chapter
in the story of watchmaking,
and Purnell intends to make its
Spherion an equally defining
moment in the complication’s
story. For this, the brand partnered
with the Mozart of multi-axis
tourbillons, Eric Coudray, winner of
the 2012 Prix Gaïa and inventor of
the Spherion and Double Spherion,
the engine of the Escape Primo
and Escape II collections. A world
premiere, the Spherion is the
world’s fastest triple-axis tourbillon,
each cage rotating in 8, 16 and 30
seconds respectively.

Escape II Forged Carbon

www.purnellwatches.com -

Purnell_Official - Press contact: press@idiomeagency.com

BALLON D’ORTM UNIQUE PIECE
48mm - 18K Rose gold
30 seconds rotating gold football tourbillon

Purnell could only attach its name
to the very besttm
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PEGASUS AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

Welcome to the world of Pegasus Automotive Group Geneva, the ultimate automotive luxury Group
and the only official dealer in the Swiss Romande for the Brands Aston Martin, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars,
McLaren, Koenigsegg, Bizzarrini along with a classic and collectable vehicles department Sports Classics
Geneva.
Located in the outskirts of Geneva, our team of experts offers a unique savoir-faire, from sales to service
for a unique combination of Brands and models. Prestige is the word which comes to mind when visiting
our dealership, where every detail has been thought of with the greatest care and where the sportive and
luxury Brands enthusiasts will enjoy their time spent with us.
We are proud to now represent the iconic automotive McLaren Brand which brings a new wave of
performance and innovation to our dealership, a new lifestyle where driving experience meets technology.
From McLaren’s first racing car, a little Austin Ulster, to the legendary road and racing cars that still bear
his name, every McLaren tells a unique story, and we are here to write your own with the Brand. We
are delighted to offer the entire McLaren range as well as carefully selected pre-owned vehicles and fullservice facility with highly trained and dedicated technicians.
With more than 900m2, the showroom offers the perfect space to present the most attractive models of
each of our Brands, whether for Aston Martin, Rolls Royce or McLaren. Our team of passionate experts
in both sales and after sales will be pleased to welcome you and provide you with a bespoke service: To
make your automotive dream come true is our reward.
My best regards,
Laurent Pernet
Director
Pegasus Automotive Group
Route de Saint-Cergue,
298 1260 Nyon, Switzerland
www.prestigemotorgroup.ch
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Geneva celebration for McLaren as
new Swiss retailer opens for business
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“I invented and made it”

Ref. TV - Tourbillon Souverain
Vertical tourbillon with constant force remontoire and deadbeat second
Manual winding movement in 18K rose Gold, Geneva made

The Boutiques
Geneva 13 Place Longemalle +41 22 810 33 33 geneve@fpjourne.com
Paris Tokyo New York Los Angeles Miami Hong Kong Beirut Kiev Dubai

fpjourne.com

McLaren’s newest retailer in Geneva, the city famed
for its annual International Motor Show that first
took place in 1905, put on a display of McLaren
models to celebrate the official appointment and
commencement of business of its new McLaren
showroom in the Swiss-French region.
The display – representing McLaren’s range of roadgoing models comprising GT, Supercars and Ultimate
car – was set against the backdrop of Lake Geneva.
McLaren Geneva joins McLaren’s retailer network
in Switzerland alongside existing facilities in Zurich
and Lugano and will cater to customers situated in
the French speaking cantons of Switzerland. The
new retailer is operated by luxury brand specialist,
Pegasus Automotive Group SA and becomes the
37th official McLaren showroom in the Europe,
Middle East and Africa region. McLaren Geneva
joins McLaren’s retailer network in Switzerland,
alongside existing facilities in Zurich and Lugano,
and cater to customers situated in the Romandy
cantons of Switzerland.
“It is great to see our range of models on display
in a city world-renowned for automotive excellence
and passion and the appointment of a new McLaren
retailer in this key market is a very positive way in

which to begin the second decade of sales operations
for McLaren Automotive”, commented Brett Soso,
Managing Director - Europe, Middle East & Africa,
McLaren Automotive Ltd. “Our model line-up of GT,
two supercar models in the all new McLaren Artura
High-Performance Hybrid and the 720S, and the rare
and exclusive Ultimate cars sees McLaren ideally
positioned to emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic into
an exciting new era.”
The 2021 McLaren range now opens with the GT,
Sports Series production having finished in December
2020. The all-new Artura High-Performance Hybrid
that was revealed in February further expands the
McLaren supercar portfolio, lining up alongside the
720S and 720S Spider. Beyond this are the McLaren
Ultimate models: individual, ultra-exclusive hypercars
designed to very specific briefs and delivering at the
highest levels of performance in their chosen fields.
McLaren Geneva chose the McLaren Senna as the
Ultimate representative; the most recent model is the
two-seater Elva roadster, a car created to distil driving
exhilaration to its purest form – symbolised by an open
cockpit with no windscreen or windows, but with a
world-first Active Air Management System to shelter
occupants by manipulating the air flow over the car.
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McLaren Motor Cars Geneva
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New McLaren GT: rewriting the
rules of modern Grand Touring
The new McLaren GT is a radically different kind
of McLaren, a unique interpretation of a modern
Grand Tourer that challenges the conventions
of the category. Sleek, elegant and muscular,
the superlight new GT is a compelling blend
of beautiful design, high-quality innovative
materials and exceptional refinement in
combination with true supercar performance
and the benchmark driving dynamics and
engagement for which McLaren is renowned.

Positioned alongside the established Sports, Super and
Ultimate Series families, this is a new McLaren for a new
audience and provides an alternative to existing products
in an expanding market segment. In re-imagining the
spirit of traditional Grand Touring – long-distance driving
in comfort, at higher speeds and with room for luggage
– McLaren has also redefined the modern GT ownership
experience with a car that is lighter, faster and more
engaging than existing products in the segment, with
greater space, comfort and usability.

“The new McLaren GT combines competition
levels of performance with continent-crossing
capability wrapped in a beautiful body and stays
true to McLaren’s ethos of designing superlight
cars with a clear weight advantage over rivals.
Designed for distance, it provides the comfort
and space expected of a Grand Tourer, but with
a level of agility never experienced before in this
segment. In short, this is a car that redefines
the notion of a Grand Tourer in a way that only a
McLaren could.”
Mike Flewitt, Chief Executive Officer, McLaren Automotive
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Like all McLarens, the new GT has a carbon fibre
structure that possesses exceptional strength and
rigidity while enabling unparalleled driving dynamics
and lightest-in-class kerbweight. At 1,530kg (DIN),
the McLaren GT is more than 130kg lighter than its
closest core competitor and quite literally hundreds
of kilogrammes less than some other cars in the
segment. And with 620PS from its 4.0-litre, twinturbocharged McLaren V8 engine, the superlight
new GT possesses a remarkable power-to-weight
ratio of 405PS-per-tonne.
A bespoke MonoCell II-T monocoque body structure
– the T denoting ‘Touring’ – incorporates a carbon
fibre rear upper structure that adds minimal weight
but allows the creation of a 420-litre luggage area
below the front-hinged, full-length glazed tailgate.
The tailgate has a soft-close function as standard
and can be optioned as electrically powered as part
of the Premium Pack.

position, location of controls and forward visibility
are as important here as they are in any McLaren.
Technology and modern craftsmanship share equal
prominence, with the finest high-quality materials
complemented by features such as the most
sophisticated McLaren infotainment system to date
and hidden-until-lit ambient lighting.
Nappa leather trim features as standard but this
can be upgraded to softgrain luxury leather or
Alcantara®, depending on vehicle specification and
customer preference. SuperFabric® trim for the rear
luggage bay is another option, the innovative woven
fabric infused with a layer of tiny armoured guard
plates providing increased resistance to stains, cuts,
nicks and abrasions, as well as being breathable,
easy to clean and quick to dry.

The low height of the engine and positioning of the
exhaust system has allowed the volume, shape and
usability of the luggage bay to be optimised. A golf
bag or two pairs of 185cm skis and boots as well
as luggage can be carried with ease, while a further
150 litres of storage at the front means the new
McLaren GT can accommodate a total of 570 litres.

There are two levels above the standard specification
– Pioneer and Luxe – and beyond this the opportunity
to choose options from McLaren Special Operations
(MSO) for both interior and exterior enhancements,
including even lighter carbon fibre components and 14
MSO Defined paint colours. This is in addition to the
16 colours available within the McLaren GT palette,
five of which – Black Ingot; Viridian; Amaranth Red;
Burnished Copper and Namaka Blue - are newly
introduced for this model.

The interior is a cosseting space designed to delight
on longer journeys, but with all the essentials for
focused, high-performance driving; the seating

Creating a new type of McLaren saw the McLaren
design team embracing the visual history of Grand
Touring cars while remaining true to the philosophies
Pegasus Automotive Group Magazine
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of all McLaren design. The long, elegant exterior
lines widely recognised as Grand Tourer design
cues are executed in the new McLaren GT
according to the aerodynamic principles that
define every McLaren. The width and stance of the
car are emphasised at the front by the signature
‘hammerhead line’ that runs horizontally across
the nose and draws the eye to the sides of the
vehicle, while at the rear an integrated fixed rear
wing, large diffuser and substantial exhaust
tailpipes reinforce that this is a Grand Tourer with
supercar performance.
At almost 4.7 metres long, the new McLaren GT is
longer than any of the cars in the McLaren Sports
or Super Series. The front and rear overhangs
also extend further than is traditional for
McLaren, but the 10-degree front approach angle
(13-degree with vehicle lift engaged) allows the
new GT to cope with the most aggressive traffic
calming measures; in combination with underbody
clearance of 110mm (130mm with vehicle lift) this
ensures the car is eminently usable in all urban
situations, competitive not only with all rivals, but
in ‘lift’ mode the equal of mainstream sedans.
A new 4.0-litre twin-turbocharged engine produces
620PS. Designated M840TE, it further expands
the family of McLaren V8 engines. Bespoke to
the new GT, it has the immense power and torque
and superior exhaust sound quality that are the
hallmarks of a true Grand Tourer. Peak torque
of 630Nm is produced between 5,500rpm and
6,500rpm, with more than 95% available from
3,000rpm to 7,250rpm.
The new engine is mated to a 7-speed SSG
transmission to deliver linear, seamless and
relentless acceleration. With a launch-control
function optimising acceleration from a standing
start, 0-100km/h (0-62mph) is achieved in
only 3.2 seconds (0-60mph in 3.1 seconds), and
0-200km/h (0-124mph) in just 9.0 seconds. The
maximum speed of the McLaren GT is 326km/h
(203mph).
The suspension, steering and brakes are all bespoke
and optimised to provide an outstanding Grand
Touring driving experience, with inherent balance,
responsiveness and precision complemented by
superior ride comfort to any other McLaren.
The suspension is a double-wishbone design
in lightweight aluminium, paired with hydraulic
dampers, an array of sensors and a powerful
control unit to deliver Proactive Damping Control
(PDC). Governed by the most sophisticated
iteration yet of the pioneering Optimal Control
Theory software algorithm developed for the
Proactive Chassis Control suspension of the
McLaren 720S, PDC uses inputs from sensors to
‘read’ the road ahead, interpreting what is likely to
happen next and reacting predictively in just two
milliseconds.
Pegasus Automotive Group Magazine
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A UNIQUE LIFESTYLE

A UNIQUE CITY

A JOHN TAYLOR PROPERTY

john-taylor.ch · place de cornavin 3, 1201 geneva · tel: +41 22 809 08 11 · geneve@john-taylor.com

Driving precision and enjoyment is further
enhanced by hydraulic steering, the system
using a single software ‘map’ across
Comfort, Sport and Track modes to deliver
optimal feel and response. Reflecting the
requirements of the new McLaren GT, it also
provides increased assistance at low speeds
to aid urban driving and parking, without the
loss of rewarding feedback at higher speeds.
And just as the steering response perfectly
suits the wide range of Grand Touring use
cases, so too do the tyres and brakes:
McLaren and technical partner Pirelli have
developed a bespoke P ZERO™ tyre for the
new McLaren GT that meets the demands
of high-performance driving and comfort
and refinement in equal measure. 21-inch
alloy rear wheels, the largest ever fitted
to a McLaren, are paired with 20-inch

wheels at the front and are available in 7or 15-spoke designs. The high-performance
braking system delivers across the full range
of Grand Touring requirements, from precise
pedal feel and hard deceleration when
slowing from higher speeds to usability and
comfort at lower speeds or when holding
the vehicle in traffic, where less pedal effort
is preferable. Carbon ceramic brakes and
lightweight aluminium calipers are available
as an option.
Customers seeking more information about
the new McLaren GT can either visit a McLaren
retailer or browse online at cars.mclaren.com/
new-mclaren-gt, where the different levels of
specification, the range of colours and interior
trim choices and available options – including
components developed by McLaren Special
Operations – are detailed.
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McLaren 720S: A new supercar
marks the beginning of a new era
McLaren Automotive, the Surrey, Englandbased manufacturer of luxury, high-performance
sports and supercars, has renewed the Super
Series product family at the core of its brand
with the introduction of the new McLaren 720S,
a car that sets new benchmarks for supercar
excellence.
Lighter, faster, and even more dynamically
capable than its McLaren 650S predecessor
and with unparalleled levels of interior space
and sophistication, the new McLaren 720S
has a breadth and depth of abilities that
involve and satisfy a driver in a way that no
competitor can.

One glance at the 720S identifies it as a bold
reinterpretation of McLaren’s design language.
Rooted in aerodynamic principles applied to a
beautiful form with nothing superfluous about
it, the McLaren design ethos has produced some
astonishing cars. The new 720S, immediately
and undeniably a McLaren, is perhaps the most
distinctive and remarkable yet. One of the
key points in the design of the new McLaren
720S is the absence of radiator intakes on the
side of the car; this function is carried out by
the unique ‘double-skin’ aerodynamic form of
the dihedral doors, which channel air to the
high-temperature radiators that cool the midmounted engine.
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The new M480T engine powering the 720S
continues the lineage of McLaren’s multipleaward-winning, twin-turbocharged V8 engine
series. This new 4.0-litre engine generates a
maximum of 720PS and up to 770Nm of torque,
delivering truly astonishing levels of performance:
standstill to 100km/h (62mph) takes less than
3 seconds and just 5 seconds later the car has
passed the 200km/h (124mph) mark. Maximum
speed is 341km/h (212mph). Braking is equally
impressive, the new 720S coming to a halt from
200km/h (124mph) in just 4.6 seconds, covering
117m. And the efficiency goes beyond velocity –the
new McLaren 720S delivers 10.7 litres/100km
in the official combined fuel economy cycle and
CO2 emissions of 249g/km in the New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC).
McLaren’s expertise in carbon fibre structures –
every road car built by the British manufacturer
since the McLaren F1 in 1993 has had a carbon fibre
chassis – underpins the construction of the new
720S; the architecture of the car is based around
a new carbon fibre ‘tub’ and upper structure, the
McLaren Monocage II. This technology delivers
extreme strength and rigidity in a lightweight
structure – the ideal base for any supercar. A range
of aluminium alloys are also used extensively in
the chassis, as well as for some body panels.

Owners of the new 720S will benefit from the
most involving driver experience ever from
a McLaren Super Series car – an incredibly
impressive benchmark in its own right – calling on
huge reserves of grip, balance, and performance
to enjoy the car to its full potential. Double the
aerodynamic efficiency of the 650S and a new
generation of McLaren’s Proactive Chassis Control
combine with new suspension and the established
excellence of McLaren’s power-assisted, electrohydraulic steering to deliver a driving experience
that is unmatched in terms of sheer breadth of
dynamic capability.
And all of this while completely at ease in a cabin
environment that establishes new standards in the
supercar segment for visibility, space and comfort.
Together with a full complement of advanced
convenience technologies, these attributes give
the new McLaren 720S an incredible degree of
usability and validate its claim to be the most
complete supercar on sale today.
Beauty and technology in harmony
New 720S fuses visual drama, state-of-the-art
technologies, and aerodynamic purity to introduce
a new generation of McLaren’s design language.
Aluminium bodywork is ‘shrink-wrapped’ around
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a carbon fibre structure, for sculpted, technical
appearance and optimal aerodynamic efficiency. Doubleskinned dihedral doors channel air to high-temperature
radiators, removing need for visible side intakes.
The new McLaren 720S represents a dramatic stepchange in McLaren Super Series’ design language.
Poised, compact, proportions are defined by the elegant
sweep of the teardrop glasshouse, while the layered,
‘shrink-wrapped’ bodywork creates a futuristic, highly
technical appearance.
Radical innovation defines the design of the new
McLaren 720S. The lean, sculpted body shape creates
an instantly recognisable silhouette. Lightweight
aluminium and composite bodywork wrap tautly around
the contours of the carbon fibre Monocage II structure
for a form with dramatic intent and striking beauty in
equal measure.
McLaren engineers have capitalised on the inherent
structural integrity of the carbon fibre Monocage II
structure to deliver unusually slim windscreen pillars and
glazed C-pillars that taper from the roof in a distinctive
teardrop motif. The canopy-like design also provides
a feeling of 360-degree vision for occupants that is
unrivalled in the supercar class, allowing light to flood
into the cabin and setting a new benchmark for visibility.
The aggressively contoured front bumper takes its
inspiration from the McLaren P1TM. Visually dramatic,
digital LED headlights are integrated within ‘eyesockets’ that feature an aero duct to channel air to the
low-temperature radiators and cut deep into the front
fenders to produce a distinctly predatory gaze. The unit
is divided into two portions by sequential indicators
that sweep across a thin LED light strip, with LED
headlights positioned above and the aero-duct below.
The new McLaren 720S is equipped with Static Adaptive
Headlights, a pioneering technology that optimises
headlight performance by changing the directional
light intensity based on steering input. Of the 17 LEDs
in each headlight, five provide the base, static beam
pattern and the remaining 12 light according to the
direction the front of the car is moving in, giving the
effect of the beam ‘bending’ and better illuminating
that area of road.
Operating from standstill to maximum speed, the
McLaren Static Adaptive Headlight technology gives
a driver better visibility through corners, increasing
comfort and safety.
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Other road users also benefit from being seen earlier
and in greater clarity than would otherwise be the case.
The Static Adaptive Headlight system also improves
straight-ahead long range visibility by raising the
beam pattern by half a degree – whether on dippedor main beam – when the new 720S reaches 110km/h
(68mph), increasing ‘forward punch’ and focusing a
driver’s attention further on the road ahead.
Double-skinned dihedral doors allow for the apparent
removal of side air intakes from the toned, pinched
waistline, despite the increased cooling requirements
of the new 4.0-litre twin-turbocharged V8 engine.
Fast moving air is efficiently managed around the
sleek A-pillars into ducts within the door, maximising
cooling performance without the need to increase
radiator dimensions or mass.
With the mirrors being positioned on the outer section
of the doors for optimal rear visibility, cool, clean air
can flow uninterrupted from the windscreen pillars into
a deep channel in the door upper. From here it flows
into gills positioned either side of the mid-mounted
V8 engine and into the high-temperature radiators. On
the outer, lower, part of the door, an opening behind
the distinctive side blade removes turbulent air from
the front wheel arches, creating extra downforce and
benefitting overall aerodynamic efficiency.
Despite the apparent removal of side air intakes,
cooling performance improves by 15% in comparison
to the 650S. This advance is crucial in meeting the
cooling requirements of the new 4.0-litre twinturbocharged engine and is the result of McLaren
engineers pursuing every possible route to improve
cooling: the lower cooling vents on the side of the
car behind the doors, for example, are the product
of learnings gained from ensuring maximum radiator
efficiency in the McLaren 675LT.
The top of the V8 engine in the new McLaren 720S
is 120 mm lower than in the first generation of
McLaren Super Series models, with the reduction in
plenum height enabling improved rear visibility and
luggage storage space. The rear of the new 720S is
145mm lower overall than a 650S, the drag-reducing,
aggressive tapering of the teardrop canopy towards
the rear wing enabled by lowered radiator header
tank, rearward repositioning of structural airboxes
and the introduction of a double CHMSL (central highmounted stop light).
Flowing over and into the rear fenders, the full-width
wing with airbrake functionality has an optimised
motion to improve the downforce efficiency and is
automatically activated to either decrease drag or
increase downforce, or act as an airbrake to enhance
vehicle balance under heavy braking. Aerodynamic
efficiency – the ratio between downforce and drag – is
more than double that of the McLaren 650S and the
overall result is a car that is superbly balanced and
gives a driver confidence to push harder through the
fastest corners found on a racetrack.
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The Art
of Beautiful
Nos artisans nourrissent un parti pris radical :
celui d’injecter la même passion dans chaque geste. Nous vous
souhaitons la bienvenue dans cet espace où la générosité de la
nature n’a pour égale que celles des hommes qui l’habitent.

#IleMaurice

#BeachcomberExperience

beachcomber.com

The full-width, aerofoil-profile rear wing of the
new 720S delivers up to 30% more downforce
than the wing of a 650S Coupé, and works in
harmony with a rear diffuser that sweeps up
aggressively from the flat bottom of the 720S
with thinner, sharper diffuser ‘fences’ to further
optimise downforce. The engine air intakes
on the top of the fender are close to the rear
wing and when the wing deploys the resulting
aerodynamic downwash further benefits engine
performance. The wing, which is hydraulically
operated, also has airbrake functionality, giving
it three main operational positions:
Driver downforce (from 70% to 80% wing
deployment, depending on speed), is engaged
when the Aero button is pushed and delivers the
necessary downforce and balance to guarantee
optimal performance during cornering.
DRS (30% wing deployment) delivers drag
reduction when accelerating in a straight
line and up to maximum speed. High Speed
Braking (100% airbrake deployment in less
than 0.5sec), The wing, fully deployed, shifts
the aero-balance by 20% to improve high speed
braking stability and overall braking distances.
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On The Rocks Sofa

Grande Soffice Sofa

Standard Sofa

On The Rocks Sofa

Edra was founded in Perignano, Tuscany,
in 1987, and is now famous all over the
world for the excellent quality of its residential
interior design solutions, which are a perfect
combination of artistic tradition, technological
research, valuable materials and craftsmanship.
Over these years of endless product
development, Edra has managed to build a
clear corporate identity based on its vision:
combining beauty with personal wellbeing.
Founded by Valerio and Monica Mazzei, the
second generation of a family of pioneering
furniture designers, Edra instantly stood out
for its philosophy: staking it all on exclusive
products, made to last, that do not give in to
the latest trends. This has led the company to
design sofas and other items so accurately that
they can be considered to be unique, distinctive
pieces, made to be passed down from
generation to generation as heirlooms.

Standard Sofa

Edra’s distinctive values are its commitment to
technological research and a constant focus on
design. It is on such grounds that the company
selects its architects and designers, who have
eventually become successful professionals
and household names. This is what happened
with Zaha Hadid, with the Campana Brothers,
Fernando and Humberto, with Francesco
Binfaré, who has been working with Edra since
1993, with Jacopo Foggini, Masanori Umeda,
to name just a few. All this until 2014, under the
artistic and intellectual guidance of Massimo
Morozzi, whom Edra fondly remembers. It
is above all the world of sofas that Edra has
always focused all its attention on, no longer

Grande Soffice Sofa

as decorative pieces in one’s “living room” at
home, but as the hub of a comfort that must be
lived to the full. This has shaped the concept of
a sofa that can easily adapt to different places
and people, taking new shapes and positions to
meet any special requirement.

“

As a businessman, I don’t like to
make something out of an empty
sketch, even less if it’s a bit trendy. I
think that an extremely high quality
piece, that must agree with a certain
lifestyle, cannot be born out of an
exercise in style. The aerospace
industry works like us, as it has
to meet a specific requirement:
going into space, accomplishing a
mission by relying on mathematics
and on perfect engineering. In the
pharmaceutical industry, they don’t
care if a tablet is fashionable or
trendy: that product needs to solve
problems and make people feel well.
This is what I’m interested in. This is
the kind of research we do.
- Valerio Mazzei, president of Edra.

”

A sofa that changes its looks, like the Flap. One
that has interchangeable geometries, like On
the Rocks. One that looks and feels cuddly,
like the Pack or Sherazade. A timeless one, like
the Absolu. It adapts to the wishes of the users
thanks to the Smart Cushion, as Standard. One
that becomes the symbol of making time for
oneself, like the Grande Soffice, the new sofa that
combines great comfort with an exceptionally large
size. A search for quality and a constant pursuit
of product innovation has led Edra to develop
exclusive solutions for its sofas, the result of a
decades-long partnership with Francesco Binfaré.

Loyal to its values, Edra is the proud supporter of
everything “made in Tuscany”: it is in Perignano, a
town surrounded by the history and beauty of the
Tuscan countryside, that its sofas are designed
and manufactured. Edra’s Development Centre
can rely on highly skilled and selected labour
that knows how to masterly treat all the steps in
the manufacturing process. The technical quality
of the materials is certified and always aims at
offering the highest level of comfort. The fabrics
used for the upholsteries are an integral part of
the design, not a mere addition: exclusively made
for Edra, they need to fulfil technical specifications
– first and foremost, strong, thick yarns – that
perfectly match the materials so as to give the
sofa the right shape.

On The Rocks Sofa

For years, Edra has been in the collections
of the most important international museums
of contemporary art and design, all over
the world. Its pieces are in the permanent
collections of the MoMA in New York, in the
Centre Pompidou and the Musée des Arts
Décoratifs in Paris, the Triennale Design
Museum in Milan, the Vitra Design Museum in
Weil am Rhein and the Die Neue Sammlung in
Munich, to mention just a few. Edra has flown
the flag of Italian excellence at the Rio 2016
and 2018 Pyeongchang Olympic Games. In
2017, Edra celebrated its 30th anniversary.
A story apart. In 2018, Edra launched an
exclusive showroom design, called Spazio
Edra: an innovative design by Stefano
Pasqualetti, architect and photographer, which
has been opened in Moscow, Milan, Lissone,
Bologna, Naples, Brindisi, Brescia and Prague.

THE GREATEST COMFORT, ELEGANCE AND PERFORMANCE
edra @ edra.com

edra.official

edra.com

MCLAREN UNVEILS ALL-NEW,
NEXT-GENERATION HIGH-PERFORMANCE
HYBRID SUPERCAR - THE MCLAREN ARTURA
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The all-new McLaren Artura has been revealed, marking the
beginning of both a new chapter for the pioneering luxury
supercar company and a new era in supercar technology and
performance.
McLaren’s first series-production High-Performance Hybrid
supercar focuses more than half a century of the company’s
racing and road-car experience and expertise into a nextgeneration supercar that blends ground-breaking technology
with McLaren’s dedication to pure driver engagement.
Underpinned by the McLaren philosophy of superlightweight engineering, the all-new Artura is the distillation
of every attribute inherent in a McLaren – distinctive
design, unrivalled performance, dynamic excellence and
engineering innovation – with electrification now bringing
the additional benefits of even faster throttle response,
lower emissions and being able to run in pure EV mode
for emissions-free journeys of up to 30km*.

system to the weight of cabling used in the electrical systems
(where a 10% reduction was achieved), resulted in the
Artura having a lightest dry weight of 1,395kg*. The total
weight of hybrid components is just 130kg (which includes
an 88kg battery pack and 15.4kg E-motor), resulting in a DIN
kerbweight of 1,498kg* which is on par with comparable
supercars that do not have hybrid powertrains, giving the
Artura a super-lightweight advantage.
“Every drop of McLaren’s experience and expertise
has been poured into the Artura. Our all-new, HighPerformance Hybrid delivers all of the performance,
driver engagement and dynamic excellence for which
McLaren is renowned, with the additional benefit of EV
driving capability. The introduction of the Artura is a
landmark moment – for McLaren, for our customers who
will appreciate and enjoy this car on every emotional
and rational level, and for the supercar world.”
- Mike Flewitt, CEO, McLaren Automotive

All-new from the ground up, the Artura presented McLaren
engineers and designers with new opportunities to innovate,
chief among these being how to preserve McLaren’s superlightweight engineering philosophy when adding hybrid
powertrain elements including an E-motor and battery pack.
A demanding programme of weight reduction, encompassing
every area of the Artura from the chassis platform – this is the
debut of the new McLaren Carbon Lightweight Architecture
(MCLA) – through the uniquely compact HPH powertrain

At the heart of the Artura’s powertrain is McLaren’s all-new,
2,993cc twin-turbocharged V6 petrol engine. With a power
output of 585PS – nearly 200 PS per litre – and 585Nm
of torque, the dry-sump aluminium engine is compact and
lightweight; at just 160kg it weighs 50kg less than a McLaren
V8 and is significantly shorter, enhancing packaging efficiency.
Designed to run with a Gasoline Particulate Filter to optimise
emissions performance, the M630 engine is also extremely
refined. The 120° v-angle of the engine, which allows the
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turbochargers to be positioned within the ‘hot vee’,
delivers further advantages in packaging as well as
contributing to a lower centre of gravity. The 120°
layout increases engine performance by reducing
the pressure losses through the exhaust system and
allows for a stiffer crankshaft that enables a rev limit
of 8,500rpm, maximising performance and driver
engagement. Working in harmony with the new V6
is the Artura’s compact axial flux E-motor, located
within the transmission bell housing. Smaller and
more power-dense than a conventional radial flux
E-motor, it is capable of generating 95PS and 225Nm
and boasts a power density per kilo 33% greater
than the system used in the McLaren P1™.
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The instantaneous nature of the motor’s torque delivery
– known as ‘torque infill’ – is key to the car’s razor-sharp
throttle response. Exhilarating ‘off-the-line’ performance
sees the Artura achieve 0-100km/h (0-62mph) in just
3.0 seconds*, with 0-200km/h (0-124mph) taking 8.3
seconds* and 0-300km/h (0-186mph) 21.5 seconds*.Top
speed is limited to 330km/h (205mph).
The dual propulsion systems are integrated via an
engine disconnect clutch, driving an all-new, twin-clutch
transmission, which has been developed specifically
for the Artura. Despite having one more ratio than the
existing McLaren transmission – to optimise power and
torque delivery – the lightweight, short-ratio gear cluster
is 40mm shorter in length. It also requires no reverse gear
– the E-motor takes care of reversing by literally rotating
in the opposite direction.
The E-motor is powered by a battery pack comprising
five lithium-ion modules, offering a usable energy capacity
of 7.4kWh and a pure EV range of 30km*. The battery is
refrigerant cooled using cooling rails, and the assembly –
including a power distribution unit which transfers battery
power from the rear of the vehicle to the ancillaries in
the front – is mounted on a structural carbon fibre floor.
This assembly is then bolted onto the rear base of the
monocoque, optimising stiffness, weight distribution and
crash protection.
The Artura is designed with full Plug-in Hybrid (PHEV)
capability and can be charged to an 80% charge level in
just 2.5 hours with a standard EVSE cable. The batteries
can also harvest power from the combustion engine
during driving, tailored to the driving mode selected.
“From the very beginning of the project, designing
and engineering the Artura has been all about
challenging ourselves to innovate, pushing and
pushing to achieve everything we knew a nextgeneration, High-Performance Hybrid McLaren
supercar had to be. As a result, the Artura is all-new;
the carbon fibre monocoque, electrical architecture
and the body and interior are new. So too is the V6
engine, the transmission – which also integrates a
new type of electric motor for the industry – as well
as the rear suspension concept and our first-ever
electronic differential.”
- Geoff Grose, Chief Engineer, McLaren Artura
The McLaren Artura is the first model to have the new
McLaren Carbon Lightweight Architecture (MCLA) at
its core. Designed and manufactured at the McLaren
Composites Technology Centre (MCTC) in the Sheffield
region, MCLA sets a new standard for McLaren’s
advanced flexible chassis design. Optimised for highperformance hybrid applications, it includes a bespoke
battery compartment and introduces a ground-breaking
domain-based ethernet electrical architecture, along
with an electrical heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
(eHVAC) system.
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The ethernet architecture reduces cabling by up to 25% as well
as speeding up data transmission. This also facilitates access to
advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) including Intelligent
Adaptive Cruise Control, Lane-Departure Warning, Auto HighBeam Assist and Road-Sign Recognition as well as Over-The-Air
(OTA) software updates.
The engineering artistry beneath the Artura’s skin is complemented
by its exterior design. The low-nose, cab-forward, high-tail stance
is pure supercar, the drama underlined by the signature McLaren
dihedral doors – which open closer to the body and house
mirrors that fold in more tightly – and further enhanced by the
short wheelbase and low stance.
The overall effect gives the Artura an almost ‘shrink-wrapped’
appearance, evolving a McLaren design approach seen in recent
models to a new level. The lithe, technical sculpture has only
minimal body shutlines and panel joints, assisted by features such
as an entire rear clamshell engineered and superformed as one
panel.The shape of the Artura, sculpted to optimise performance
and manage airflow for aerodynamic performance and cooling, is
driven by the McLaren design principle of ‘everything for a reason’
that is in evidence throughout the car. The centre of the front
splitter is an example of this, being the intake for the eHVAC
system and also housing the front-mounted radar that forms part
of the optional ADAS package.
Inside, the Artura is no less of a revolution, with the cockpit centred
more than ever around the driver. The driving mode selection –
which retains separate Powertrain and Handling controls – has
been moved to the instrument binnacle, which is in turn mounted
to the steering column and adjusts with the steering wheel to
further enhance driving ergonomics.
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Consequently, the steering wheel is kept
clear of unnecessary switches, however,
the driver is still able to adjust driving
modes without taking their hands away
from the wheel.
The driver can choose from four Powertrain
modes, including an E-mode for 30km of
emissions-free, electric-only driving. Designed
for mixed driving conditions, Comfort mode
maximises range and efficiency, with the
combustion engine shut off under 40km/h
with the use of an extended stop and start
mode but phased in for greater speed and
power requirements. In Sport and Track
modes, electric power is deployed in an
increasingly aggressive manner for lowend response and acceleration (‘torque
infill’). Separate handling mode choices
adjust damper firmness and the degree of
Electronic Stability Control intervention
to suit driver preference and weather and
road conditions.
At the outset McLaren designed the Artura
to be not only a technological game-changer,
but also to stay true to the core McLaren
attributes of being incredibly engaging to
drive and displaying the highest levels of
dynamic ability. Designed to excel on both
road and track, the Artura also boasts
the dynamic refinement to make serene
progress through urban streets in EV mode.
McLaren engineers focused on stability
under braking; rear-end controllability;
increased grip and optimised aerodynamic
downforce – as well as enhanced driver
engagement across the board. Key to
hitting these goals is McLaren’s first-ever
deployment of an electronically controlled
differential (E-diff), to independently control
torque moving across the rear axle. Lighter,
more controllable and smaller than a
mechanical locking diff (it fits within the
transmission), the E-diff locks and unlocks
individual rear wheels to improve traction
out of corners.
The innovative rear suspension system,
which pairs a top upper wishbone with
two lower links and a tie rod in front of the
wheel centre, maximises vehicle stability and
precision, and reduces understeer out of a
corner while accelerating. The wider tyres
allow additional stability and better traction
performance while the combination of
a short wheelbase, E-diff and the physical
downforce provided by the integrated rear
spoiler and diffuser ensure both incredible
agility at low speed and a high level of
stability at high speed.

The E-diff in particular increases performance
and driver confidence when cornering,
enhancing traction and reducing levels of
understeer. Dynamic precision is additionally
enhanced by Pirelli Cyber Tyre® technology.
Comprising hardware and software
integrated with the Artura’s electronic
systems and featuring an electronic ‘chip’
inside each tyre, Pirelli Cyber Tyre®
generates real-time data and relays it to the
car’s stability control systems to optimise
tyre performance.
One feature that is unashamedly not new
on the Artura is McLaren’s trademark
hydraulically-assisted
steering. Proven
on generations of McLaren supercars, it
remains the ultimate system for providing
feedback. In the Artura the system has been
fully redesigned to reduce weight and is
combined with an updated and bespoke
version of McLaren’s Proactive Damping
Control system that further supports
exceptional ride and handling characteristics.
Braking performance is also exceptional,
thanks to the Artura being fitted with
carbon ceramic brakes and lightweight
aluminium calipers from the same family as
the systems that feature in McLaren’s latest
LT models. Together with the new rear axle
kinematics, they deliver superior high-speed
braking power and stability.
Driver and passenger comfort overall
has been an imperative throughout the
development of the Artura, with NVH
refinement high on the agenda – as befits
a supercar that will spend time running in
near-silent Electric mode.
Innovations that benefit refinement include
the stiffness of the MCLA, fluid-filled
mounts for the powertrain and the new
rear suspension design and settings. Pirelli’s
patented Noise Cancelling System (PNCS),
which uses a sound absorbing device on the
inside wall of the Pirelli P-ZERO™ tyre to
reduce vibration and noise, also features.
The McLaren Artura also debuts an all-new
Clubsport seat, which uniquely combines
the range of motion expected of a moveable
backrest with the light weight and support
of a bucket seat.
Innovative yet uncomplicated, the whole
seat pivots as one through an elliptical
arc when adjusted, combining underthigh suppor t, seat height and backrest in
one movement. A Comfort seat option
is also available.
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The seat locates in an ergonomically optimised cockpit, its
carbon fibre shell combining with slim facia and doors to
allow a 97.5th percentile (6ft 4in/193cm) driver to stretch
out with generous knee- and leg-room, even with the
backrest significantly reclined. Shoulder room is equally
capacious, allowing a driver to get appropriately comfortable
to enjoy the Artura’s performance and dynamic abilities.
An all-new McLaren infotainment and connectivity system
(MIS II) utilises two high-definition screens. The interface is
built on all-new software and bespoke hardware to deliver
a smartphone level of responsiveness and is also capable of
smartphone mirroring.
MIS II includes updated versions of familiar McLaren apps
including McLaren Track Telemetry and Variable Drift
Control, and also features a redesigned navigation map in
the instrument cluster which focuses on key information
to minimise driver distraction. A stealth mode on the main
binnacle hides non-essential content, reducing distractions
and promoting full concentration on the road ahead.
MIS II also optionally enables a number of ADAS driver
assistance features, including Intelligent Adaptive Cruise
Control with Stop/Go; Lane-Departure Warning; HighBeam Assist and Road-Sign Recognition. These and the
infotainment features can all be enhanced using OTA
update technology. The Artura also features a Bluetooth
low-energy vehicle key which detects when the driver is

heading towards the vehicle and powers up systems to
welcome occupants. This includes ambient, ‘hidden-until-lit’
lighting in the doors, also acting as puddle lamps.
Befitting a car that is all-new and the distillation of
more than half a century of McLaren’s expertise and
experience in race- and road-car engineering, the Artura
introduces a number of technologies for which McLaren
has patents pending.
These include filings for multiple elements of the MCLA;
a patent relating to the use of the E-motor in lieu of a
mechanical reverse gear to enable rearwards travel and
also allows gearbox length to be reduced; and a patent that
covers the innovative yet refreshingly easy to use lightweight
adjustment mechanism of the all-new Clubsport seat.
Available to order now from McLaren retailers, the
Artura is priced in its home UK market from £185,500
for the standard specification. There are three further core
specifications: Performance, which has a sporting, functional
aesthetic; TechLux, where the focus is on the technical
luxury that the name suggests; and Vision, which displays a
more avant-garde and adventurous look and feel.
Every McLaren Artura comes as standard with a five-year
vehicle warranty, a six-year battery warranty and 10-year
body warranty.
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n 1911, Henri Davidoff
opened a cigar store in
Geneva which would later
become the world’s leading
cigar boutique under the
direction of Zino Davidoff.
Zino Davidoff introduced a
level of service excellence
and cigar connoisseurship
that had formerly been
unheard of. His cigar
expertise and welcoming
character attracted
celebrities of his time: Elvis
Presley, Jean-Paul Belmondo
and Ursula Andress were
amongst his clients and
trusted in his impeccable
taste. Zino Davidoff also
created the world’s first
climate controlled walk-inhumidor in the basement of
his boutique to imitate the
climate conditions of the
Caribbean and ensure the
superiority of his offerings.

hand-made premium cigars
and sophisticated gifts.
This year, the Geneva store
celebrates 110 years of retail
excellence.

Later, he invented the
desktop-humidor with a
self-regulating humidifier so
his clients could enjoy their
cigars perfectly at home.
Today, Davidoff's valued
customers encounter the
same expertise and service
excellence in the flagship
stores around the world –
from Geneva to New York
to Hong Kong. “Davidoff
of Geneva since 1911” is
the destination of choice
for anyone aspiring to fine

To honor Zino Davidoff's
pioneering spirit and his
unique attention to each
customer, Davidoff Cigars
launched an exclusive
and limited edition of
"Davidoff of Geneva 110th
Anniversary" Toro cigars
which is only available in
Davidoff flagship stores.

D AV I D O F F O F G E N E VA S I N C E 1 9 1 1
Rue de Rive 2 • 1204 Genève • 022 310 90 41

BIZZARRINI – Building the Revival

Skilled craftsmanship, modern techniques and intensive
research is driving the rebirth of this superlative Italian racing car

S

ummer 2021 saw the reborn
Bizzarrini marque present itself to
the public for the very first time,
with appearances at two of the most
important events in the international
classic car calendar, the London Concours
and the Hampton Court Concours
d’Elegance. Showcasing the original
Bizzarrini 5300 GT Strada, the P538 V12
and the P578 V8 from the company’s
collection, together with its Fiat 684
racing transporter and Fiat 238 ‘Scuderia
Bizzarrini’ van. Hampton Court saw this
trio of historic racing cars presented
alongside their peers for the first time in
many years.
Work continues apace on the prototype
model of the Bizzarrini 5300 GT Revival
Corsa 24/65. Currently being built at the
dedicated Bizzarrini facility in the UK,
the 5300 GT Revival blends traditional
techniques and construction with highly
contemporary processes and materials,
using a combination of original archival

engineering drawings and 3D scanning
processes.
One of Giotto Bizzarrini’s most valuable
skills was his ability to work at the limits of
contemporary engineering. The original
5300 GT made extensive use of the strongest
lightweight material of its day, glass fibre.

The 5300 GT Revival Corsa will
be built to FIA Appendix K spec
for Historic racing and includes
a one-piece fibreglass body.
“Had it been available, we believe
Giotto Bizzarrini would almost
certainly have deployed carbon
fibre in his racing cars,” said
Christopher Sheppard, CEO of
Bizzarrini, “As a result, the 5300
GT Revival Corsa will also be
offered with a full carbon fibre
bodyshell for those customers
who do not need to conform to
Historic Racing regulations.”
Although the spirit of originality
is evident in every design and
mechanical detail, some key
modifications have been made
with modern safety regulations
in mind. For example, the original
car’s fuel tanks were located
deep in the sills, as well as behind
the driver. This layout has been
altered to accommodate a
contemporary fuel tank system
behind the driver.

Rezam Al-Roumi, Bizzarrini’s
owner, said, “We are extremely
excited to bring the Bizzarrini
marque back to life, and the
5300 GT Revival Series is a fitting
initial entry to showcase our
plans for a series of cars over the
coming years – reflecting both
the heritage and modernity of
Bizzarrini.”

“but we will also be able
to satisfy the desire of any
customer who wishes to
drive this spectacular car on
the road.”

The 5300 GT Revival Corsa will
be the first model to bear the
Bizzarrini name since the GT
Strada 4.1 concept of 2005.
After the completion of the
development prototype, a total
of 24 customer cars will be built,
each offered as an authentic
contemporary interpretation of
the 1965 class-winner at Le Mans.
Designed to be driven, each
Bizzarrini 5300 GT Revival Corsa
can be modified to match its
customer’s exact specifications.

The overall fuel capacity is only
marginally reduced, keeping the
range within the requirements
of a multiple round race series.

“The car will of course be
engineered for Appendix K FIA
regulations,” said Sheppard,

Following the 5300 GT
Revival Corsa will be a new
Bizzarrini model. “Our new
supercar has been penned
by the world-renowned
automotive designer
Giorgetto Giugiaro, who
authored the original 5300
GT while he was at Bertone.
He started to set out his
vision for a contemporary
Bizzarrini in front of us,
which was a sight to behold.
We are all hugely excited
about this next chapter of
the Bizzarrini story.”
The first customer deliveries
of the 5300 GT Revival Corsa
are already scheduled for
handover to global clients in
February 2022.
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A Princely Retreat
Mediterranean Flair meets Swiss quality in Lugano, where la dolce vita is
redefined within the stunning surroundings of both lake and mountain.

Welcome to Villa Principe Leopoldo, Member of the prestigious Relais &
Chateaux collection, where you can choose between 37 spacious suites
with marble finishes and high-end furnishings, selected and arranged
with painstaking attention to detail, with the backdrop of an incredibly
relaxing environment – where silence and tranquility reign supreme.

Villa Principe Leopoldo
w w w. l e o p o l d o h o t e l . c o m

The historical residence, dominates
the lake of Lugano from the Canton
Ticino’s most magical spot, the fabulous
“Collina d’Oro” or Golden Hill , offering
breath-taking views on the spectacular
surroundings. The villa itself is
characterized by a strong Italian spirit and
Mediterranean style, accommodating also

the Michelin Star awarded gourmet temple
Restaurant Principe Leopoldo which offers a
cuisine that reveals authenticity, passion and
respect for its ingredients, not forgetting
tradition and territory. Gourmands will be in
paradise at the Restaurant of Villa Principe
Leopoldo, an experience that should be tried
at least once in a lifetime.

ASTON MARTIN GENEVA
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ASTON MARTIN VANTAGE ROADSTER:
UNCOMPROMISING PERFORMANCE MEETS PURE EMOTION
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The heartbeat of Aston Martin’s sports car range just got that little
bit faster with the introduction of the new Vantage Roadster. Joining
the Vantage Coupe, which was launched in 2018, this convertible
model amplifies the emotional appeal of a model renowned for
delivering a compelling blend of potent performance, outstanding
dynamics and everyday usability.
Testament to the uncompromising design, engineering and
execution of this scintillating open-top two-seater, Vantage
Roadster shares the Vantage Coupe’s absolute commitment to
driving thrills. Powered by Aston Martin’s 4.0-litre twin-turbo
510PS/685Nm V8 engine and mated to an 8-speed ZF automatic
transmission, Vantage Roadster accelerates from 0-60mph in just
3.7sec and is capable of 190mph with the roof raised. Weight
increases by just 60kg compared with the Coupe thanks to a new,
lighter Z-fold roof mechanism and optimised exterior and chassis
revisions throughout.
Sharing the same Adaptive Damping, Dynamic Stability Control,
Dynamic Torque Vectoring and Electronic Rear Differential, the
Roadster benefits from specific dynamic refinements. These include
a bespoke tune for the rear dampers, Adaptive Damping System
software and ESP calibration.
As you’d expect from a dedicated sports car, a choice of Sport,
Sport + and Track chassis modes - also tuned specifically for the
Roadster - give the driver control of its dynamic character and
behaviour. Working in harmony with Sport, Sport+ and Track
powertrain modes retained from the Coupe offers the ability
to progressively increase the car’s overall responsiveness and
excitement, meaning the Roadster has a tremendous breadth of
ability and feels equally at home on road or race track.
While Vantage Roadster mirrors the Coupe’s exceptional tactility,
pace and cornering performance, the design of the body is very
much its own. The tautly tailored fabric hood features a compact
powered Z-fold mechanism that ensures rapid operation (lowered
in 6.7 or raised in 6.8 seconds at speeds of up to 50kmh/31mph).
In fact, the roof of Vantage Roadster has the fastest full operating
cycle of any automatic automotive convertible system.
An impressively low stack height pays the double dividend of
allowing Aston Martin’s award-winning design team the latitude
to create a seamless rear profile with minimal impact on the
Roadster’s luggage space. Indeed, with a boot capacity of 200-litres,
it is possible to stow a full-sized golf bag and accessories.
The introduction of the Vantage Roadster sees a range of new
options introduced across the Vantage range.To celebrate the 70th
Anniversary of the Vantage nameplate, Aston Martin is introducing
the company’s iconic ‘vane’ grille as an option, available on both
Coupe and Roadster as an alternative to the track-inspired ‘hunter’
grille featured on the Coupe from its launch in 2018. There is also
a new range of optional alloy wheel designs in a choice of finishes.
Enthusiasts will also welcome the manual 7-speed transmission
being offered as an option on the Coupe, having initially only been
available in the limited-edition Vantage AMR.
Aston Martin President and Chief Executive Officer, Dr Andy
Palmer, said of the Vantage Roadster: “Open-top Aston Martins
are always firm favourites with our customers, so it’s very exciting
to introduce the Vantage Roadster.
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For many, driving with the roof down is the true definition
of the sports car experience as it truly brings your senses
to life. Vantage has always delivered the purest of thrills,
but in Roadster form that adrenaline rush is set to go to
the next level”.
Matt Becker, Aston Martin Chief Engineer, adds:
“Convertible sports cars are often seen as compromised
when compared to their Coupe equivalents, but the
Vantage Roadster remains absolutely dedicated true
to its mission of delivering precise, agile and expressive
handling dynamics combined with stonking straight-line
performance. And of course, there’s the added dimension
of driving a great-sounding sports car with the roof down”.
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Your luxury real estate on the French Riviera
CANNES • SAINT-TROPEZ • BEAULIEU-SUR-MER • SAINT-JEAN-CAP-FERRAT

www.cotedazur-sothebysrealty.com
+33 (0)4 92 92 12 88

Our selection for car collectors
Cap d’Antibes,
On the waterfront, featuring a huge garage for 12 cars

Villa La Guettière
Bedrooms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9
Living surface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .823 m²
Plot surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 560 m²
Price
27 000 000 €

Peter ILLOVSKY
Chairman

Frederic BARTH
Chief Executive Officer

For more information :

High-end project for automobile lovers,
The Private Desk is proud to introduce a new project on the French Riviera.
Enjoying magnificent views over the sea and the village of Saint-Paul, the project
includes two high-end villas and for your car collection, no less than 59 car
parks within a stunning underground and secured garage.
Please contact us to receive this property brochure :
privatedesk@cotedazur-sothebysrealty.com

LEBANESE, CLASSIC, EXILE, DISCREET, WHITE,
OPULENCE, MINIMALIST, SO MANY LABELS
THAT CONTINUE TO STICK TO HIM, BUT
WHO IS REALLY JOSEPH KARAM?
Forty years spent reinventing himself, there are many facets
to his personality, depending on whether you meet him in the
warm light of the Côte d’Azur, in a temple of classicism in
Moscow or in the ethereal atmosphere of his Paris home. The
simplest way to discover him, remains to retrace his journey.
Born in Lebanon, Joseph Karam completes his Interior
Architecture studies in Beirut, before settling in France.
His creative vision is already evident in his Diploma
project. Intelligent furniture, hidden technical parts,
home automation, he infuses in his creations a futuristic
optimism aimed at the wellbeing of the user. Throughout
the years, Joseph Karam, a true anti-conformist, diversified
his inspirations and developed his own style, an elegant
authenticity that transcends the trends and confirms his
tenure among renowned Interior Architects.

JOSPEH KARAM
79 avenue Raymond Poincaré
75116 PARIS, France
+33 1 44 05 06 06
contact@josephkaram.com

ASTON MARTIN UNVEILS DBX:
AN SUV WITH THE SOUL OF A SPORTS CAR
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A bold new chapter and a landmark moment in Aston Martin’s
illustrious 107-year history, Aston Martin has unveiled its first SUV
and a model that will propel the brand to new heights worldwide.
That model, is DBX. The culmination of an extensive development
programme that began with physical testing in Wales last year and
virtual development stretching back to 2015, DBX signals a new
era in Aston Martin’s pursuit to deliver exceptional performance,
style and usability in a segment previously unexplored by the worldfamous manufacturer. Bringing both the versatility and indulgence
expected of a luxury SUV with sports car levels of dynamic
performance, DBX sets a bold new standard in this sector.
Set to be built in Aston Martin’s purpose-built manufacturing facility
in St Athan, Wales, the foundation of DBX is a new dedicated SUV
platform, something rarely seen across the sector. More than ever
before, this clean sheet of paper has allowed all departments within
Aston Martin to innovate and push the boundaries of what British
design and engineering can create, resulting in a truly remarkable
product. Utilising bonded aluminium, a construction method Aston
Martin has refined through the development of its sports cars, the
body structure is both very light and incredibly stiff, assisting in the
delivery of an overall kerbweight of 2,245kg. Right from its genesis,
it was designed to allow maximum room in the cabin, putting a
premium on refinement and class leading spaciousness for both
front and rear occupants. Meanwhile, the exceptional stiffness
inherent in the design of the new platform has also enabled DBX
to achieve exceptional dynamics both on and off-road. Adaptive
triple volume air suspension has been combined with the latest
48v electric anti-roll control system (eARC) and electronic adaptive
dampers to provide the new SUV with a huge breadth of ability.
With its capacity to raise the ride height by 45mm or lower it by
50mm the air suspension gives any driver the confidence to tackle
a wide range of terrain. While this of course provides benefits while
on the move, the system can be further programmed to aid with
ingress, egress and loading requirements, aiding on a practical level.
The adaptive triple chamber air springs enable variable spring
stiffness, giving both luxurious comfort and dynamic prowess.
Extraordinarily the eARC – capable of 1,400Nm of anti-roll force
per axle – can limit DBX’s body roll for handling that is much
more akin to that of a sports car than an SUV. This sophisticated
system of adaptive air suspension, dampers and eARC allows for
maximum ride comfort when transporting up to five occupants
and their luggage, while maintaining a highly responsive and
engaging dynamic capability.
Powered by a new version of the characterful 4-litre, twinturbocharged V8 engine found in DB11 and Vantage, DBX features
an impressive output of 550PS and 700NM of torque, carefully
tuned to meet the specific needs of this model. With a sound
character that is unquestionably Aston Martin, the active exhaust
system ensures this is a luxury SUV that can sound refined one
moment and exhilarating the next. The engine’s versatility isn’t
restricted to its vocals either; the turbocharged V8 has cylinder
deactivation to enhance fuel economy, yet it can also propel DBX
from 0 to 62mph in 4.5 seconds and on to a top speed of 181mph.
Transmitting this power and torque to the ground is a nine-speed
torque convertor automatic gearbox, allied to an all-wheel drive
system with active differentials featuring an active central differential
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Your home.
Your story.
A Baufritz home is of unique beauty and quality. It is
tailored precisely to your wants and needs. As a fully
managed project, it is built to the highest possible
standards. Be inspired by the story of self-builder
Astrid Woloszscuk and her family domicile in London
at www.baufritz.ch/homestories

Baufritz AG, Phone +41 (0) 33 345 97 00, Mail info@baufritz.ch
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and an electronic rear limited slip differential (eDiff).
This allows the torque to be moved precisely both
fore and aft in the vehicle and also across the rear
axle. When combined with the bespoke steering
system that has been tuned to deliver feel and sports
car-like response, DBX imbues the driver with an
overriding sense of control, whatever the conditions.
Aston Martin’s first ever full-size 5-seat model is not
only exceptionally versatile in terms of the terrain
that it can tackle, it is also extremely adaptable to a
wide variety of lifestyle needs and owners.
Designed to accommodate the world’s 99th
percentile male and 5th percentile female, DBX has
been very deliberately created with instant familiarity
and ease of use from the start. With 632 litres of
boot space and 40:20:40 split folding rear seats DBX
possesses all the flexible load capacity expected of
an SUV with class-leading interior space. The load
space offers a practical and cleanly designed space.
A narrow load sill and broad aperture maximises the
practicality for a variety of luggage, such as suitcases,
golf bags and ski equipment.

Complimenting the incredibly high standard
specification of DBX, which includes all available active
safety systems, there are many optional accessory
packages offered. These packages will tailor the car
even further to customers’ needs, sports or pastimes.
For example, the Pet package will include, amongst
other things, a portable washer to help attend to the
needs of a muddy dog after a walk. Alternatively, the
Snow package will deliver boot warmers to make a
ski trip just that little bit more pleasurable.
The luxuriously handcrafted interior of DBX has
been designed to provide equal space and comfort
whether sitting in the front or rear of the car. Classleading headroom and legroom combines with
a full-length glass panoramic roof and frameless
door glass to offer a fantastically light and spacious
cabin environment. The use of sports car seat
packaging in the front not only provides the driver
with exceptional support and long-distance driving
comfort, but also provides knee and footwell
clearance for those sitting behind.
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ITALIAN YACHT CENTRE AG

Pershing Kiosk - Hotel Steffani - Sonnenplatz
7500 St Moritz - Switzerland
Company No. CHE-178.378.904
Mob. +49 (1 51) 151 366 22
info@iyc-yachts.com - www.iyc-yachts.com

pershing-yacht.com

Domaine de Châteauvieux
Restaurant & Hotel

Chez Philippe
Steak House

Café
des Négociants

The taste of Geneva
WWW.PHILIPPE-CHEVRIER.COM

Chemin de Châteauvieux 16 - Satigny – Geneva
+41 (0)22 753 15 11 – www.chateauvieux.ch

Rue du Rhône 8 – Passage des Lions – Geneva
+41 (0)22 316 16 16 – www.chezphilippe.ch

Rue de la Filature 29 – Carouge
+41 (0)22 300 31 30 – www.negociants.ch

Le Patio
Beef & Lobster

Denise’s
Art of Burger

Monsieur Bouillon
Egg & Chicken

PHILIPPE CHEVRIER AND HIS FORMIDABLE LOCATIONS IN GENEVA
It is in the Domaine de Châteauvieux, the one and
only Two-Michelin-starred restaurant in Geneva,
that Philippe Chevrier built up his reputation. Since
30 years, he developed his cuisine showcasing the
excellence of some of the best produce, without
compromising quality and upholding the greatest
respect for each ingredient.

Boulevard Helvétique 19 – Geneva
+41 (0)22 736 66 75 – www.lepatio-restaurant.ch

Food lovers can now, enjoy the signature of Philippe
Chevrier through all his restaurants in Geneva.
«Cooking is not only a job, but also a way of life,
creativity and a link between people.»

Globus – Rue du Rhône 48 – Geneva
+41 (0)58 578 52 47 – www.denises-burger.ch

Place de la Synagogue 5 – Geneva
+41 (0)22 789 09 09 – www.marjolaine.ch

INTRODUCING THE VANTAGE F1® EDITION:
RACE-TRACK PERFORMANCE ON THE ROAD
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The new Vantage F1® Edition is a new breed of Aston
Martin. One that celebrates the marques return to Formula
1® for the first time in over 60 years and establishes the
Vantage as a true sports car. It is also the first core model
to benefit from direct input from Aston Martin’s recently
appointed Chief Executive Officer, Tobias Moers.
A core production offering, the new Vantage F1® Edition
sits at the top of the Vantage model line. Motivated by an
exciting return to Formula 1® and as a direct result of the
engineering that went into the development of the Vantage
as an Official Safety Car of Formula 1®, which makes its
debut at the Formula 1® Gulf Air Bahrain Grand Prix
2021 this month, the Vantage F1® Edition is the ultimate
expression of performance and dynamism; it is the fastest
and most focused of the already sporting Vantage .
Not only is it the most powerful, but the Vantage F1®
Edition benefits from unique and significant chassis and
aerodynamic improvements developed by Aston Martin’s
hugely experienced engineering team. While the luxury
brand’s Aston Martin Cognizant Formula OneTM team
was busy preparing a return to the grid, the engineering
team behind the infamous road cars were too, creating the
ultimate Aston Martin Vantage which could take on the role
of an Official Safety Car of Formula 1®. Set to work by Chief
Executive Officer, Tobias Moers, the task was to develop
significant performance enhancements, driven by improved
lap time performance in order to successfully carry out
its role on the F1® track, but without compromising its
on-road capabilities. Notably, it would do so without the
fitment of aggressively track-optimised tyres.

Following the success of these enhancements, Moers
instructed the integration of these into the production
car, ultimately developing the new Vantage F1® Edition.
The most sporting Vantage in the production range and
in essence, a replica of the Vantage Official Safety Car of
Formula 1®. An exciting proposition for Aston Martin
customers. The engineering team targeted intelligent,
incremental improvements across multiple areas of the
Vantage F1® Edition’s auto-only powertrain, chassis
and aerodynamics to bring out more character, increase
tactility and expand its outright capabilities.
Starting with the 4.0-litre twin-turbo V8 engine, power is up
by 25PS to a new maximum of 535PS. Peak torque remains
unchanged at 685Nm, but that peak is sustained for longer
to further increase tractability and in-gear urgency. This
relentless, muscular performance has been further enhanced
by work to the 8-speed automatic transmission, with an
optimised torque cut during upshifts that reduces shift times
and increases the feeling of directness and precision. This
torque management also enhances the driver’s sense of
control and connection during downshifts specifically under
heavy braking and allows for finer control when the driver
is balancing the car at its limit of traction. While noticeable
in all circumstances and conditions, these improvements
are especially beneficial when driving on track. Moving to
the chassis, the team’s focus centered on the suspension and
steering, with further detailed underbody modifications to
increase front structural stiffness for a further improvement
in steering feel and response. Reworked damper internals
have increased the dampers’ effective force range.
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This increase in bandwidth brings a noticeable
improvement in vertical body control - both through
high speed compressions and over crests - without
any deterioration in low-speed compliance. To
compliment changes to the dampers, the chassis
also benefits from increased rear spring rate and
lateral stiffness to help sharpen turn-in, increase
traction (especially over bumps) and ensure the
rear-end is tuned to compliment the front-end’s
rate of response.
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Further improvements to response and - crucially - to
what the driver feels have been made to the steering
system, allowing feedback from the road to be transmitted
more clearly, which in turn helps build a detailed sense
of available grip.
With the chassis hardware optimised, attention turned
to the wheels and tyres, increasing from 20” on the
regular Vantage to 21” as standard for the Vantage F1®
Edition. Developed specifically for the F1® Edition with
Pirelli, it is the first time Vantage has been fitted with 21”
tyres. Much like the other dynamic changes, the switch
to a lower profile tyre provides greater feedback to the
driver to ensure progressive on-limit handling to give
maximum confidence in even the most extreme track
driving scenarios.

The Vantage F1® Edition expresses its intensified
performance with limited, yet distinctive colour palettes
and trim options, including one that celebrates Aston
Martin’s return to Formula 1® with an Aston Martin
Racing Green colour scheme, mimicking that of the Aston
Martin Cognizant Formula OneTM Team car, as well as
the Official Safety Car of Formula 1®. Exterior paint
colours are available in both a Satin or Gloss finish, and
other colour options include Jet Black and Lunar White, all
of which are complimented by a Solid Matte Dark Grey
racing graphic.

Completing the Vantage F1® Edition’s performance
enhancements is a comprehensive aero kit, bringing
improvements that can be felt from the driver’s seat
and measured against the clock. Designed to deliver
positive front and rear downforce, totaling 200kg
more downforce than Vantage at top speed - as
well as optimising the overall balance of the car, the
aerodynamic changes comprise a full-width front splitter,
front dive planes, underbody turning vanes, and - most
obviously - the new rear wing. The rear diffuser remains
unchanged but is still a core feature in the delivery of the
aerodynamic performance working in tandem with the
new aerodynamic features
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gold from
degussa – the
positive answer
to negative
interest rates.
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old has outlasted global empires and
currencies for 6’000 years. And this
situation is not going to change – unlike that of
paper currencies, the supply of gold cannot be
endlessly increased. As the largest independent
precious-metal trader in Europe outside the
banking system, we can help you to compile your
personal investment portfolio with bars and
coins, as well as purchasing precious metals that
are already in your possession. All Degussa
bars are LBMA certified and bear a bank security
number. And you’re welcome to store your
valuables with us in your personal safe deposit
box if you wish – where they will remain
immune to negative interest rates.
Further information and online shop at:
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VIEW
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Book your sightseeing, heliskiing
or taxi flight with Air Zermatt!
+41 27 570 70 00
www.air-zermatt.ch

Inside the Vantage F1® Edition features new
Obsidian Black Leather and Phantom Grey Alcantara
upholstery and trim, with a choice of Lime Green,
Obsidian Black,Wolf Grey or Spicy Red contrast stripe
and stitching. The Vantage F1® Edition - available as
Coupe and Roadster - is further distinguished by
its vaned grille as standard, 2x2 Twill Carbon Fibre
exterior detailing, unique graphics, quad exhausts
and a new design of Satin Black Diamond Turned 21”
alloy wheel.
Aston Martin Chief Executive Officer, Tobias Moers
said: “Performance is at the heart of every Aston
Martin, but when it wears an F1® badge it has to be

a truly exceptional car. Vantage was already the
most focused sports car in our range but in the
development of our Official Safety Car of Formula
1®, it had to be a true athlete: more powerful;
more agile; more immediate and more exciting to
drive. And - of course - quicker and more capable
in a race-track environment. I set the engineering
team a tough target, as I was insistent that gains
in performance came via genuine improvements
in the car’s dynamics, and not by fitting trackoptimised tyres. The results speak for themselves.
A Vantage to appeal to the most discerning drivers
and a new model that marks an exciting moment
in Aston Martin’s history”.
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DESIGNER HOUSES
DISCOVER HUF HAUS SWITZERLAND
Luxurious and tranquil. HUF HAUS post-and-beam architecture combined with full
glazing provides a visual gateway to nature, thus creating the HUF HAUS Feeling –
a unique daily experience of light and calm. Visit us!
www.huf-haus.com/schweiz

THE HUF HAUS

FEELING

HUF HAUS Lausanne
Route de Fontanivent 54b
1817 Brent-Montreux
Switzerland
+41 21 9645640
montreux@huf-haus.com

HUF HAUS Zurich
Brunnwisstrasse 16
8604 Volketswil
Switzerland
+41 44 946 15 25
zuerich@huf-haus.com

THE FIRST AND ONLY BRAND
100% INSPIRED BY NATURE
We believe that real luxury takes time and to be truly something special it needs
to be unique. Our design inspiration comes from the natural surroundings to
create a new path between the outdoor and the indoor. Our pieces are crafted
by hand in only limited editions and the uncommon materials we use are meant
to be touched. Our Art isn’t just furniture, but something that moves you and
stirs something inside of you. We create emotions to connect people to nature.

www.cypraea.mu

TEE OFF.
From the most agile to the most powerful, our fleet features a broad range of
the latest generation of safe, supremely comfortable and technologically advanced
aircraft. Our jets take you anywhere you need to be – whether you’re heading
to the fairway or to a local airport near you.

Swiss Excellence Flown with Passion.
www.albinati.aero
AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT | PRIVATE JET CHARTER | SALES & ACQUISITIONS

DBS SUPERLEGGERA VOLANTE:
ASTON MARTIN OPENS THE TOP ON THE
ULTIMATE OPEN TOP GT EXPERIENCE
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Aston Martin has opened the roof on its ultimate opentop driving experience; the new DBS Superleggera Volante.
Combining three iconic nameplates in one flagship model, the
new DBS Superleggera Volante delivers all the evocative talent
of the British marque’s critically-acclaimed Super GT flagship –
the magnificent DBS Superleggera – and blends it with classleading convertible technology.
The second Aston Martin to carry the Volante name following
the introduction of the company’s Second Century Plan, DBS
Superleggera Volante has been designed in-house under the
guidance of Executive Vice President & Chief Creative Officer
Marek Reichman. With the aim to create the most beautiful
flagship Volante on the market, Aston Martin’s primary mission
has also been to retain the coupe’s powerful dynamics, aggressive
poise and astonishing performance.
Executive Vice President & Chief Creative Officer Marek
Reichman said: “DBS Superleggera produces a spectacular
and relentless level of performance and so for the Volante,
we focussed on bringing that extra level of sensory overload
that only an open-top Super GT can deliver inside the cabin.
With the unique dynamics, beautiful yet brutish design and the
unmistakable harmonics of Aston Martin’s 5.2-litre V12 engine,
we believe we have delivered a unique and unforgettable
driving experience that is synonymous with the traditions of
the Volante name.”
Powered by Aston Martin’s own 5.2-litre twin-turbo V12,
producing 715BHP 900Nm of torque, and with a top speed
of 211mph, the DBS Superleggera Volante boasts ferocious
acceleration. While covering 0-62mph in just 3.6 seconds and
0-100mph in 6.7 seconds.
DBS Superleggera Volante continues the aerodynamic
masterpiece of the coupe model, commanding and exploiting the
surface airflow to maximum effect. At the front, the car’s splitter
and airdam work in unison, accelerating airflow underneath the
front of the car to deliver true downforce and assist cooling by
feeding air to the front brakes.The new deeper side strake draws
more air from the front wheel arch to reduce lift and aid highspeed stability.
Behind the front wheels, the ‘curlicue’ allows air to escape and
flow smoothly along the car’s flanks, while the double diffuser at
the rear allows air to exit cleanly and neutralise lift as efficiently
as possible. A revised iteration - to accommodate the Volante’s
clothed roofline - of the revolutionary Aeroblade ll system
continues to deliver additional downforce at the car’s rear. At
VMAX, DBS Superleggera Volante produces 177kg of downforce,
just 3kg less than the coupe, an impressive feat when considering
the car’s fundamental aerodynamic changes.
Each dynamic driving mode brings its own level of noise too,
feeding the level of emotional character and connection. In
GT mode, the engine note simmers, but select Sport or Sport
Plus and the acoustics become progressively more intense.
Conversely, when you wish to be discreet, ‘quiet start’ offers a
low-key alternative to DBS Superleggera Volante’s otherwise
rousing flare of revs on start-up.
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900Nm of torque is fed via a carbon-fibre prop
shaft to a new ZF 8-speed automatic transmission
mounted at the back of the car. Strengthened to
cope with the V12’s massive torque output, this
transmission also has a shorter final drive for
increased responsiveness and in-gear acceleration.
Specially developed adaptive software gauges the
conditions the car is operating in, along with the
driver’s demands, to ensure the car is in exactly the
right gear at the right time.
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www.vanquish-yachts.com

Volante is a name that can only be attributed to convertible
cars bearing the iconic Aston Martin wings badge, and thus
the defining feature of any Volante is its roof. An advanced
fabric system allows for an innovative and beautiful formed
flowing roof line. Incorporating eight layers of insulation
materials and acoustically enhancing materials, the canopy
greatly improves the comfort of the interior cabin for all
occupants when up, but allows a true orchestra of sound to
pour into the cabin when retracted.
The authentic soundtrack delivered by the car’s powertrain
is a critical hallmark of the Volante experience and typically,
the DBS Superleggera Volante has been tuned to provide
incredible sound quality synonymous with an Aston
Martin Super GT. Equipped with a quad exhaust system
DBS Superleggera Volante delivers a pure, harmonic and
authentic voice, unmatched by its rivals.
Aston Martin’s engineers have worked hard to ensure the
best possible roof and rear package is achieved, while still
delivering conflicting targets of styling and durability.

With a class-leading stack height of 260mm for the car’s
folded roof, DBS Superleggera Volante maintains a smooth
seamless rear profile and maximised luggage capacity. Roof
operation takes 14 seconds to open and 16 seconds to close
and can be operated from inside or, for added convenience,
from the remote key within a two-metre radius of the car.
Exposed to conditions as extreme as the heat of Death
Valley and the extremities of the Arctic Circle during
development, the roof mechanism has been put through
more than 100,000 cycles. Simulating 10 years of usage
into a one-month test, the functional capability of the roof
mechanism has been thoroughly tested.
Continuing Aston Martin’s persistence for offering
extensive levels of customisation, DBS Superleggera
Volante’s hood is available in eight distinct colours including
Bordeaux Red, Atlantic Blue and Titan Grey. The hood can
be further personalised on the inside, with a further six
Rokona headliners.
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For the first time on an Aston Martin
Volante model, the window screen surround
is available with a 2x2 twill carbon fibre finish,
with the option to continue that theme to
the car’s tonneau cover and rear waterfall.
Large pieces of finely-woven carbon fibre
pieces replace what was once swathed
in leather and for the most exclusive
specifications, tinted carbon fibre is also
available for selection. Aston Martin Lagonda
President and Group CEO, Dr Andy Palmer,
said of the DBS Superleggera Volante:
“There is nothing on earth that compares to

the roar of an Aston Martin V12 and I believe
that the DBS Superleggera Volante provides
one of the greatest sensory experiences in
the automotive world.
This is truly a testament to the no compromise
approach of our engineers and designers, to
deliver the two key aspects of a convertible
Super GT. Exceptional performance in an
irresistible form, DBS Superleggera has
justifiably won the hearts and minds of Super
GT lovers the world over, and the Volante
takes this concept to the next level”.
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We’ve always been passionate about watches and we have made it our business for over 20 years.
Bying and selling a luxury watch or jewellery is a trusted
transaction when you deal with a specialized brand as
The Swiss Collector
In addition to the purchase-sale of gold and precious metals business, Gold
Business Time company, established in Switzerland for more than 18 years, has
decided to launch a second-hand luxury timepieces and jewellery business in
2004. Rolex, Patek Philippe, Hublot, Audemars Piguet, Cartier, Omega, JaegerLeCoultre, Breitling, etc. The list goes on, and the stock is impressive…
How does The Swiss Collector manage to have the best
and surest customer experience?
The Swiss Collector (previously Montres et bijoux) was born in Switzerland in 2004,
and thanks to the expansion of the second-hand jewellery and watches trade, we
have been able to grow. Now, we are owners of 30 shops across Switzerland and
have more and more requests from abroad. That is why we have decided to rebrand
the company, to be able to extend our activity in an international level with our new
e-shop www.theswisscollector.com, shipping all over the world in order to meet
the increasing demand from Europe and America. That also mean to have great
relationships with our partners and a perfect watchmaking expertise to position
ourselves as a key player of this sector.
What are The Swiss Collector processes
before selling a timepiece?
Each second-hand watch or item of jewellery sold by The Swiss Collector
is exanimated in detail to confirm its authenticity. This review includes an
examination of the box, authentication documents, the watch movement, and
other potential repairs, polish, or replacement of the strap if necessary. Then,
our watchmakers make sure that our timepieces are in perfect condition for
our customers. Each watch offered by The Swiss Collector comes with 2 years
warranty as a quality guarantee.
How can I resell my jewellery or watch
to The Swiss Collector?
We are working with a professional partner network alongside private customers
coming in our shops. As a private seller, you can bring your watch, jewellery, or
precious metals in one of our 30 shops in Switzerland. Our team’s watchmaking
and jewellery expertise is the best guarantee to offer you the best possible price
for each transaction. By consequence, our professional network and secondhand items permit us to offer our customers an extensive catalogue of brands,
at the best price and for all budget year-round.

Horlogerie et Bijouterie The Swiss Collector • Rue de la Gare 39, 1260 Nyon – Switzerland
contact@theswisscollector.com • +41 (0) 22 362 01 01
www.theswisscollector.com
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The World’s Finest China, Crystal & Silver Tableware

Royal Bow
by

www.delamerie.com | info@delamerie.com

RISALTO HOME DECOR
INTERIOR PERFUMERY
Elegant design.
Unique olfactory formulas by Italian perfumers.

www.risalto.net • info@risalto.net
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ROLLS-ROYCE ANNOUNCES
BLACK BADGE GHOST
THE PUREST BLACK BADGE YET
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“Today, we announce a product that represents
a new kind of Black Badge motor car, one that
seizes on the minimalist, Post Opulent design
treatment that has recast the legend of Ghost
but amplifies and subverts it with the application
of black. Our most advanced motor car yet has
been reengineered to characterise the alter ego
of Rolls-Royce: assertive, dynamic and potent.
This is the purest Black Badge motor car in the
marque’s history. This is Black Badge Ghost.”
Torsten Müller-Ötvös,
Chief Executive Officer, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

After considerable internal debate, Rolls-Royce
announced that it would create an officially
sanctioned response to a new kind of client:
a permanent Bespoke treatment to its motor
cars named Black Badge. These products,
which were launched in 2016, would be darker
in aesthetic, more urgent in personality and
dramatic in material treatment. In the five years
since Black Badge became publicly available,
this bold family of motor cars has come to
symbolise the pinnacle of a new type of superluxury product, setting in motion a shift across
the wider luxury industry. Subsequently, nearly
all luxury makers create products that seek to
capture the Black Badge spirit.

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars has a unique fluency in
its clients. Its close relationship with the women
and men who patronise the marque affords the
company’s decision-makers an unparalleled
understanding of the super-luxury consumer: their
aesthetic preferences, uncompromising lifestyle
requirements and changing taste patterns. Only
with this understanding, and briefings supplied by
the brand's Luxury Intelligence Unit, is the marque
able to create an accurate product response. Black
Badge is a vivid example of this.
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars has always attracted
subversive clients – rebellious women and
men who built their success by breaking rules,
taking risks and challenging conventions. In the
2020s, these women and men engage with
luxury products on their own terms. They reject
suits for streetwear, use blockchain not banks
and influence the analogue world through
their digital endeavours. In doing so, they have
created new codes of luxury that resonate with
their sensibilities: darker in aesthetic, assertive
in character and bold in design. Their approach
to Rolls-Royce products is no different. The
marque has responded accordingly, developing
new colour palettes, more technical surface
treatments and even more powerful driving
experiences without ever compromising the
effortless sensibilities that have drawn this bold
group of clients to the Rolls-Royce brand.
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Black Badge, the highly successful alter ego of
Rolls-Royce, now represents more than 27% of
commissions worldwide and is codified by the
mathematical symbol that represents a potential
infinity, which is found within the motor car’s interior.
This graphic, also known as the Lemniscate, was
applied to Sir Malcolm Campbell’s record-breaking
Rolls-Royce-powered Blue Bird K3 hydroplane
and the marque's designers nominated this
hallmark for Black Badge motor cars to reflect their
own unrelenting pursuit of power. Rolls-Royce
debuted Black Badge with Wraith and Ghost in
2016, followed by Dawn in 2017 then Cullinan in
2019. Today, a new, Post Opulent expression of
Black Badge joins the family. The purest and most
technologically advanced Black Badge motor car
yet, Black Badge Ghost.
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THE DARK SIDE OF POST OPULENCE
Conceived in response to a group of clients who
requested a Rolls-Royce that was agile, discreet,
highly connected and free of any superfluous
design, the new Ghost is not just the most
technologically advanced Rolls-Royce yet, but
also the most aesthetically pure. In the twelve
months since this motor car has been available,
it has become one of the fastest-selling products
in the marque’s history, representing more than
3,500 commissions worldwide.
This motor car also started a new design
conversation in its relentless pursuit of minimalism
and purity. Named ‘Post Opulence’ by RollsRoyce designers, this aesthetic movement is
characterised by reduction and substance. In
service to this, exceptional materials are selected
and celebrated while overt design is limited,
intelligent and unobtrusive.
However, within this group of clients – who
celebrate minimalism and material substance –
a rebellious subset sought to create a disruptive
expression of Ghost by permanently cloaking
it in a shade so pure that its very classification
as a colour remains a subject of debate: black.
Black Badge Ghost reflects these clients’
desires. It is the dark side of Post Opulence:
minimalism in extremis.
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EXTERIOR
Clients are free to select any of the
marque’s 44,000 ‘ready-to-wear’ colours
or create their own entirely unique Bespoke
hue. However, the overwhelming majority
of women and men who requested this
darker expression of Ghost have selected
the signature Black. To create what is the
motor car industry’s darkest black, 100lbs
(45kg) of paint is atomised and applied
to an electrostatically charged body in
white before being oven dried. The motor
car then receives two layers of clear coat
before being hand-polished by a team of
four craftsman to produce the marque’s
signature high-gloss piano finish.
At between three and five hours in duration,
this operation is entirely unknown in mass
production, creating an intensity simply
unattainable elsewhere in the automotive
industry. It is this depth of darkness that
serves as the perfect canvas for clients
to add a high-contrast, hand-painted
Coachline, which has done much to create
the Black Badge ‘black and neon’ aesthetic
that has come to characterise this vivid
family of Rolls-Royce motor cars.
To match this dramatic coachwork, the
marque’s Bespoke Collective of designers,
engineers and craftspeople collaborated
to create an entirely customisable process
that allows Rolls-Royce hallmarks such
as the high-polished Spirit of Ecstasy and
Pantheon Grille to be subverted. Instead
of simply painting these components, a
specific chrome electrolyte is introduced
to the traditional chrome plating process
that is co-deposited on the stainlesssteel substrate, darkening the finish. Its
final thickness is just one micrometre –
around one hundredth of the width of a
human hair. Each of these components is
precision-polished by hand to achieve a
mirror-black chrome finish before it is fitted
to the motor car.
The exterior treatment resolves with a
Bespoke 21-inch composite wheelset.
Designed in the Black Badge house style
and reserved for Black Badge Ghost, the
barrel of each wheel is made up of 22 layers
of carbon fibre laid on three axes, then
folded back on themselves at the outer
edges of the rim, forming a total of 44
layers of carbon fibre for greater strength.
A 3D-forged aluminium hub is bonded to
the rim using aerospace-grade titanium
fasteners and finished with the marque’s
hallmark Floating Hubcap, ensuring the
Double R monogram remains upright at all
times. To celebrate the material substance

and remarkable surface effect, a lightly
tinted lacquer is applied to protect the
finish but still allow clients to observe the
technical complexity of the wheels unique
carbon fibre construction.
INTERIOR
Advanced luxury materials have been
meticulously created and crafted for a
unique ambience in the interior suite. While
recalling the dramatic mechanical intent of
Black Badge Ghost, the materials are true
to Ghost’s Post Opulent design philosophy
– one defined by authenticity and material
substance rather than overt statement.
In this spirit, a complex but subtle weave
that incorporates a deep diamond pattern
rendered in carbon and metallic fibres has
been created by the marque’s craftspeople.
Multiple wood layers are pressed onto the
interior component substrates, using black
Bolivar veneer for the uppermost base
layer. This forms a dark foundation for the
Technical Fibre layers that follow. Leaves
woven from resin-coated carbon and
contrasting metal-coated thread laid in a
diamond pattern are applied by hand to the
components in perfect alignment, creating
a three-dimensional effect. To secure this
extraordinary veneer, each component
is cured for one hour under pressure at
100°C. This is then sand-blasted to create
a keyed surface for six layers of lacquer,
which is hand-sanded and polished before
being incorporated into the motor car.
If specified in the client’s commission, the
Technical Fibre ‘Waterfall’ section of the
individual rear seats receives the Black
Badge family motif: the mathematical
symbol that represents potential infinity
known as a Lemniscate. Rendered in
aerospace-grade aluminium on the lid of
Black Badge Ghost’s Champagne cooler,
it is applied between the third and fourth
layer of a total of six layers of subtly tinted
lacquer, creating the illusion that the symbol
is floating above the Technical Fibre veneer.
Aesthetes from the marque’s design
team elected to further enhance the
noir ambience of Black Badge Ghost by
subduing the brightwork. Air vent surrounds
on the dashboard and in the rear cabin are
darkened using physical vapour deposition,
one of the few methods of colouring metal
that ensures parts will not discolour or
tarnish over time or through repeated use.
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The Post Opulent principles of simplicity have also
been applied to dramatic effect in the Black Badge
Ghost timepiece design: only the tips of the hands
and the twelve, three, six and nine o'clock markers
are picked out, in a subdued chrome finish, creating
a remarkably minimal clock. Additional timepieces
are available within Black Badge Ghost to suit the
client’s aesthetic preference.
The timepiece is flanked by a world-first Bespoke
innovation that debuted with Ghost: the Illuminated
Fascia, which displays an ethereal glowing
Lemniscate, surrounded by more than 850 stars.
Located on the passenger side of the dashboard,
the constellation and motif are completely invisible
when the interior lights are not in operation. As
in Ghost, the Lemniscate motif is illuminated via
152 LEDs mounted above and beneath the fascia,
each meticulously colour-matched to the cabin’s
clock and instrument dial lighting. To ensure the
Lemniscate is lit evenly, a 2mm-thick light guide is
used, featuring more than 90,000 laser-etched
dots across the surface. This not only disperses the
light evenly but creates a twinkling effect as the eye
moves across the fascia, echoing the subtle sparkle
of the Shooting Star Starlight Headliner.

ENGINEERING
Black Badge is not just an aesthetic – it is an experience.
The clients who requested this motor car demanded
that the Bespoke treatment of Black Badge Ghost
extend from the design atelier into the marque’s
engineering department. In doing so, the Bespoke
Collective of designers, engineers and craftspeople
collaborated to create a vivid driving personality that
matched Black Badge Ghost’s visual intent without
compromising the marque’s effortless ride proclivities
and exhaustive acoustic tuning.
Key to its potent character is the Architecture of
Luxury, Rolls-Royce’s proprietary all-aluminium
spaceframe architecture that debuted with Phantom.
This sub-structure not only delivers extraordinary
body stiffness, but its flexibility and scalability allowed
Ghost to be equipped with all-wheel drive, four-wheel
steering and the award-winning Planar Suspension
system. For Black Badge, these peerless engineering
qualities have been comprehensively re-engineered,
including the fitting of more voluminous air springs
to alleviate body roll under more assertive cornering.
The capacity of the Rolls-Royce twin-turbocharged
6.75-litre V12 engine was deemed sufficient.
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However, the flexibility of this celebrated power
plant has been exploited to generate an extra 29PS,
creating a total output of 600PS. The sense of a
single infinite gear has also been dramatised with
the addition of a further 50NM of torque, for a
total of 900NM. The powertrain has also received
Bespoke transmission and throttle treatments
to further enhance the engine’s increased power
reserves. The ZF eight-speed gear box and both
front- and rear-steered axles work collaboratively
to adjust the levels of feedback to the driver,
depending on throttle and steering inputs.
As with all products in the marque’s Black Badge
portfolio, the ‘Low’ button situated on the gear
selection stalk unlocks Black Badge Ghost’s full suite
of technologies. This is asserted by the amplification
of the motor car's engine through an entirely new
exhaust system, subtly announcing its potency.

All 900NM of torque is available from just 1700rpm
and, once underway in Low Mode, gearshift speeds
are increased by 50% when the throttle is depressed
to 90%, delivering Black Badge Ghost’s abundant
power reserves with dramatic immediacy.
To bolster confidence when exploiting Black Badge
Ghost, the braking bite point has been raised and
pedal travel decreased. Non-Black Badge Ghost is
provisioned with a robust braking hardware package
that was deemed more than ample under extreme
conditions, even accounting for the Black Badge
alter ego’s increased power output.
However, a new suite of bold high-temperature brake
calliper paint colours has been developed in preparation
for forthcoming Black Badge Ghost commissions.
Black Badge Ghost is available to commission now.
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ROLLS-ROYCE COMPLETES BLACK BADGE
FAMILY WITH CULLINAN
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At the Geneva Motor Show in March 2016,
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars presented Black Badge;
a permanent Bespoke family of motor cars
that defined the taste patterns of an emerging
generation of super-luxury consumer.
These unapologetic and highly dynamic products
responded to those who refused to be defined
by traditional codes of luxury and did much to
attract new customers to the marque, reassured
by Rolls-Royce’s fluency in their bold aesthetic and
uncompromising lifestyle requirements.
This highly successful alter ego is codified by the
mathematical symbol that represents a potential
infinity, which is placed discreetly within the motor
car’s interior. This marking, known also as the
lemniscate, was applied to Sir Malcolm Campbell’s
record-breaking Rolls-Royce-powered Blue Bird
K3 hydroplane, denoting that it belonged to an
insurance class reserved for boats with unlimited
and therefore infinite engine power. Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars selected this hallmark for Black Badge
to reflect its own unrelenting pursuit of power.
Rolls-Royce debuted Black Badge with Wraith and
Ghost in 2016 followed by Dawn in 2017. Today,
the family is completed with the introduction of
Black Badge Cullinan: the darkest and most urban
statement of Black Badge yet.

Cullinan Goes Black
Created to satisfy overwhelming demand from younger,
more adventurous clients, Cullinan in its silver badge
guise, was launched to global acclaim in 2018, immediately
becoming the world’s pinnacle super-luxury SUV.
Combining luxury in its purest form with genuine
practicality and off-road capability, Cullinan unequivocally
delivered on the promise of an experience that is
Effortless, Everywhere.
The Rolls-Royce of SUVs did much to reach a new group
of clients looking for unfettered access to the world’s
wildest places and most enriching experiences.
Yet, within this group exists a subset of individuals who
seek to subvert the motor car’s domineering presence by
permanently cloaking it in the night.
Cullinan has conquered the world’s wildest reaches.
Now it is time for Black Badge Cullinan to conquer new
urban frontiers.
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Black Badge Cullinan Exterior: The King of the Night
While clients can draw on the marque’s 44,000 ‘ready to
wear’ paint options or commission an entirely individual
Bespoke hue, it is anticipated that many will opt for Black
Badge’s signature Black. Multiple layers of paint and lacquer
are meticulously applied and hand-polished 10 times at
the Home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, West Sussex,
representing the most comprehensive surface finish process
ever applied to a solid paint colour. The depth and intensity
of Black Badge Cullinan’s coachwork serves as the perfect
canvas upon which to throw a contrasting hand-painted
Coachline into stark relief.
On the prow of the motor car lies the defining expression
of Black Badge. The Spirit of Ecstasy mascot, which has taken
many forms throughout the marque’s history, is presented in
high gloss black chrome. For the first time this finish extends
onto its mounting plate, creating the darkest Black Badge yet.
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This transformation pervades the other symbols
of Black Badge. The ‘Double R’ badge on the front,
flanks and aft inver t to become silver-on-black, while
chrome surfaces such as the front grille surround,
side frame finishers, boot handle, boot trim, lower
air inlet finisher and exhaust pipes are darkened.
While they appear black, the vertical grille bars
remain polished, reflecting the blackened surfaces
that surround them to add a frisson of movement
that hints at the motor car’s dynamic intent.
The overall effect artfully simplifies and enlarges the
motor car’s exterior design graphics, emphasising its
imposing proportions and confident stance.

This is further dramatised by all-new 22-inch forged
alloy wheels, reserved exclusively for Black Badge
Cullinan. Designed in the Black Badge house style,
the gear-like graphic emphasises the model’s vast
reserves of power while also recalling an infinitely
occurring lemniscate.
The gloss black and polished design also creates the
perfect stage for the marque’s first ever coloured
brake caliper. The high gloss Red paint has been
specifically developed to withstand the rigours of
elevated temperatures generated by the motor car’s
uprated braking system while still offering a perfectly
smooth finish befitting of Rolls-Royce.
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Black Badge Cullinan Interior:
Superlative comfort. Audacious design
Ordinarily, great efforts are expelled to distance
occupants from a Rolls-Royce’s mechanical function.
However, the marque’s Colour and Trim experts
gently sensationalised the engineering substance of
Black Badge, seamlessly blending superlative comfort,
bold aesthetics, advanced materials and precise,
meticulous craftsmanship.
This ethos is perfectly embodied by Black Badge
Cullinan’s Technical Carbon veneer. In the spirit of Sir
Henry Royce’s founding philosophy, “When it does not
exist, design it”, a collaboration between the marque’s
designers, engineers and craftspeople saw the creation
of a new luxury material. Inspired by masterpieces
of urban architecture, a naked-weave carbon-fibre
finish has been developed to create highly accurate
repeating geometrical shapes that produce a powerful
three-dimensional effect.
Each leaf of Technical Carbon is finished with six
coats of lacquer before being left to cure for 72
hours then hand-polished to Rolls-Royce’s hallmark
mirror finish. This process takes 21 days and is only
deemed complete once every piece is inspected by a
craftsperson to ensure complete reflective uniformity
across each of the 23 pieces within the car.
Starlight Headliner has joined historical Rolls-Royce
iconography such as the Spirit of Ecstasy, Pantheon
Grille and ‘Double R’ monogram. Its presence in
Black Badge Cullinan intensifies the cabin’s ambience
by casting a low light over the lavish leather seats.
Presented in fine Black leather, handwoven with 1344
fibre optic lights, it is a true reflection of the sky at
night and incorporates eight brilliant white shooting
stars that dart at random predominantly over the
front occupants, subtly acknowledging the motor car’s
owner-driver appeal.
Reflecting the marque’s Bespoke philosophy, Black Badge
Cullinan benefits from a near-infinitely configurable
interior colour palette. Black Badge clients often use
interior space as a stage to create dramatic high contrast
colourways, so for Cullinan Rolls-Royce’s Colour and
Trim designers created a bold new leather colour, Forge
Yellow, to offer as part of the brand’s curated collection.
As with all leather colours, this can be commissioned for
the motor car’s Viewing Suite or incorporated into the
design of a highly Bespoke Recreation Module tailored to
the client’s exacting specification.
A final touch completes the interior seating: the Infinity
lemniscate motif is embroidered into the fold-down rear
arm-rest as an elegant reminder of the power contained
within.This simple but potent symbol is also incorporated
in the illuminated treadplates and engraved on the
brushed and darkened steel clock case. Red-tipped clock
hands and instrument display needles also serve as a
discreet reminder of the motor car’s dynamic prowess.
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Black Badge Cullinan Engineering. The Architecture of
Luxury’s dark side
Black Badge is far more than an aesthetic treatment. In creating
this class of motor car, it was of vital importance for Rolls-Royce
to conceive a meticulously considered dynamic personality that
perfectly harmonised with the motor car’s remarkable visual
identity. Indeed, the exceptionally high expectations of the
marque’s clients defined a rigorous testing protocol lasting more
than three years to ensure that Black Badge Cullinan was relevant
to their needs.
Key to the visceral thrill of Black Badge Cullinan is the
Architecture of Luxury, Rolls-Royce’s proprietary all-aluminium
architecture that debuted with Phantom. The sub-structure not
only delivers extraordinary body stiffness but its flexibility and
scalability allowed Cullinan to be fitted with all-wheel drive and
four-wheel steering in its silver badged guise. These dynamic
features have been comprehensively exploited and re-engineered
for Black Badge while retaining the peerless quality of ride that
has driven Rolls-Royce’s success.
The Architecture of Luxury has been engineered to meet size
and weight requirements of different propulsion systems. When
the driver presses the ‘Low’ button situated on the gear selection
stalk, they unlock Black Badge Cullinan’s full suite of technologies.
This is asserted by the proud amplification of the motor car’s
6.75-litre twin-turbocharged V12 through an entirely new exhaust
system, announcing its arrival with a deep, authoritative basso
profundo.
It was deemed unnecessary to make changes to the engine’s
ample internal capacity, however the flexibility of the twin-turbo
V12 has been exploited to generate an extra 29PS creating a
total output of 600PS. The sense of a single, infinite gear has also
been sensationalised with the addition of a further 50NM of
torque, bringing the total to a 900NM.
Black Badge Cullinan benefits from a Bespoke transmission
and throttle treatment that creates a sense of urgency without
ever undermining its Rolls-Royce peerage. The drive-train, ZF
8-speed gear box and both front and rear steered axles work
collaboratively to adjust the levels of engagement depending on
throttle and steering inputs. Changes to suspension components
and settings add to the suite of dynamic technologies that ensure
an appropriate balance between dynamism and refinement. The
result is an extremely well-mannered tourer at low speeds and a
vivid driver’s device when pressed.
To bolster confidence when exploiting Cullinan’s alter ego, the
braking bite point has been raised and pedal travel decreased.
Redesigned brake disc ventilation also allows consistency in these
changes while braking at elevated temperatures.
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SPECTACULAR
FAT REDUCTION
WITH THE LATEST ADVANCES
IN COSMETIC MEDICINE

In a culture where beauty, thinness and youth are worshipped, excess body fat can
become a heavy socio-psychological burden. In his book about the value society places
on appearances, Le poids des apparences : beauté, amour, gloire (which, unfortunately has
not been translated into English), French sociologist Jean-François Amadieu describes
how being considered attractive significantly shapes our personal lives and access to
opportunities.

Clinic Lémanic | Avenue de la Gare 2 | Lausanne | Switzerland | T. +41 21 321 54 44 | info@cliniclemanic.ch

For those of us who aspire to feeling thinner, lighter, or to finally saying goodbye to stubborn
fat, recent breakthroughs in cosmetic medicine technology offer some almost miraculous
solutions.
Clinic Lémanic has been operating in the field of health, beauty and well-being for over 20
years. It is a pioneer in cosmetic medicine and non-invasive laser treatments. As a Centre of
Excellence in Western Switzerland, the Clinic has been selected by Erchonia, manufacturer
of cutting-edge, precision medical lasers in Europe and the United States, as the site for the
Swiss premier of the EmeraldTM fat reduction laser.
Guaranteed centimetre loss
Clinical trials conducted at Harvard
University, recorded an average loss of 15cm,
in only four weeks, in people taking part in
the study at the Ivy-league institution. This
remarkable result was achieved without
drastic diets or additional exercise. Based on
these super-successful trials, Erchonia has
been given FDA approval to bring to market
this major advance in cosmetic medicine:
the first fat-loss laser in history. Cleared to
treat patients with a BMI above 30.
Fitness for fat cells
How does it work? In contrast to
cryolipolysis, which destroys fat cells by
freezing them, the Emerald laser shrinks
the fat cells, which have the ability to swell
to 100 times their original size. While the
negative health effects of obesity are wellknown, fat cells are actually very important
for the body. They are responsible for
storing and managing energy and have
a role to play in the regulation of the
hormonal system.
The EmeraldTM laser is a miracle technology
that causes adipose cells to release their fat

content, which is then naturally eliminated
by the body. The cells become smaller and
healthier and the positive health effects
resonate through the body. Patients report
feeling healthier overall. This cutting-edge
technology represents a significant step
forward for effortless centimetre loss and
has been enthusiastically received by
patients. At Clinic Lémanic there is now a
waiting list for bookings for the treatment.
The Emerald laser experience
at Clinic Lémanic
This emerald green, low intensity laser is
appropriate for anyone wanting a more
slender figure, including those with a BMI
(body mass index) above 30. At Clinic
Lémanic in Lausanne, the treatment
programme is tailored to your body and
usually takes place over a period of two
to eight weeks. The treatment is effortless,
painless and has no side-effects to get in
the way of your social calendar – apart from
the time you might need to replace your
wardrobe or buy a new belt.
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The contents of your safe deposit box can be insured to a value of your choice (annual fee = 0.15% of the sum insured;
for example, CHF 150.– for contents insured to the value of CHF 100’000.–).
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A PROPHECY FULFILLED, A PROMISE KEPT,
A REMARKABLE UNDERTAKING UNDERWAY.
ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS ANNOUNCES
FIRST FULLY ELECTRIC CAR
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In an historic announcement, Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars announced today, that on-road
testing of its first fully electric motor car is
imminent. In announcing this seminal moment
for the marque, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Chief
Executive Officer, Torsten Müller-Ötvös, said:
“Today is the most significant day in the history
of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars since 4th May, 1904.
On that date, our founding fathers, Charles
Rolls and Sir Henry Royce, first met and agreed
that they were going to create ‘the best motor
car in the world’.
Using the most advanced technology
available to them at the time and by applying
their remarkable engineering minds, these two
pioneers elevated early internal combustion
engine cars, from noisy, uncomfortable and
rudimentary means of transportation, by
setting a completely new benchmark of
distinction.
The cars they created, introduced to the world
a true luxury experience and secured for RollsRoyce the ultimate pinnacle position that it
continues to occupy, unchallenged, to this day.
The marque has continued to define the very
best in internal combustion motoring for more
than a century.

Today, 117 years later, I am proud to announce
that Rolls-Royce is to begin the on-road
testing programme for an extraordinary new
product that will elevate the global all-electric
car revolution and create the first – and finest
– super-luxury product of its type. This is not
a prototype. It’s the real thing, it will be tested
in plain sight and our clients will take first
deliveries of the car in the fourth quarter of
2023.”
A PROPHECY FULFILLED
The use of electric motors is not a new
concept for Rolls-Royce. Sir Henry Royce was
fascinated by all things electrified, and his first
venture, named F. H. Royce and Company,
created dynamos, electric crane motors and
patented the bayonet-style light bulb fitting.
However, it was Charles Rolls who truly
prophesied an electrified future for automobiles.
In April 1900 he experienced an early electric
motor car named the Columbia and declared
its electric drive to be ideal.
Rolls said, ‘The electric car is perfectly noiseless
and clean. There is no smell or vibration, and
they should become very useful when fixed
charging stations can be arranged.
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But for now, I do not anticipate that they will be
very serviceable – at least for many years to come.’
We embark on this bold new future with a huge
advantage. Electric drive is uniquely and perfectly
suited to Rolls-Royce Motor Cars, more so than
any other automotive brand. It is silent, refined
and creates torque almost instantly, going on to
generate tremendous power. This is what we at
Rolls-Royce call ‘waftability’.
At Rolls-Royce, we have been experimenting
with an electric powertrain for some time. In 2011
we revealed 102EX, a fully operational all-electric
Phantom. We followed this in 2016 with our fully
electric 103EX, which represented our vision for the
marque several decades into the future.
A PROMISE KEPT
These extraordinary products prompted a
huge amount of interest in electric powertrain
technology amongst our clients. They considered
it as the perfect fit for Rolls-Royce. And, over the
past decade, I have been repeatedly asked, ‘When
will Rolls-Royce go electric?’ and ‘When will you
produce your first electric car? I answered with an
unambiguous promise: ‘Rolls-Royce will go electric,
starting this decade.’ Today, I’m keeping my word.
TRULY FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE OF OUR OWN
In 2017, we debuted Phantom, and with it the
marque’s proprietary aluminium architecture:
a scalable and flexible spaceframe that would
underpin all forthcoming Rolls-Royce motor cars.
This unique technology – developed for RollsRoyce by Rolls-Royce and reserved for the marque’s
exclusive use – was created to form the foundation
of not just different internal combustion engine
models, as it now does with Cullinan and Ghost,
but models with completely different powertrains.
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ROLLS-ROYCE ‘BOAT TAIL’
A COUNTERPOINT TO INDUSTRIALISED LUXURY

Today marks a seminal moment for the
House of Rolls-Royce. We are proud
to unveil Rolls-Royce Boat Tail to the
world, and with it, the confirmation of
coachbuilding as a permanent fixture
within our future portfolio. Historically,
coachbuilding had been an integral part of
the Rolls-Royce story.

In the contemporary Rolls-Royce narrative,
it has informed our guiding philosophy of
Bespoke. But it is so much more. Rolls-Royce
Coachbuild is a return to the very roots of
our brand. It represents an opportunity
for the select few to participate in the
creation of utterly unique and truly personal
commissions of future historical significance.
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Rolls-Royce has carefully listened to its closest
clients, each of whom has expressed a desire
to deepen their relationship with the brand by
creating ambitious, personal statements of true
luxury. Rolls-Royce Boat Tail is not a concept
created to be retrospectively sold.
Quite the contrary. Rolls-Royce believes in
complete authenticity and Boat Tail is the
culmination of a four-year collaboration with three
of our most special clients.
Rolls-Royce Coachbuild clients are intimately and
personally involved at each step of the creative
and engineering process. We work in harmony with
the client to gain complete fluency in the nuances
of their character and personality. We carefully
translate these qualities into the elements with
which they wish to imbue their commission.
Only the House of Rolls-Royce can offer its
Coachbuild clients the inimitable opportunity to
commission a product of future historical significance,
that is as fundamentally unique as they are – and
then participate in every detail of its creation.
Rolls-Royce Boat Tail challenges the notion of what
a motor car is and creates a new definition of what
a motor car means. Boat Tail exists far beyond a
mere means of transport. It is not just the method
to reach a destination, but the destination itself. It
is an ambition realised with a remarkable cohort of
women and men who empowered the marque to
create a concept of extraordinary scope.

Coachbuild provides freedom to move beyond the
usual constraints. Normally, there is a natural ceiling
to Rolls-Royce Bespoke by way of the canvas. At
Rolls-Royce Coachbuild we break through that
ceiling, embracing the freedom of expression
afforded by coachbuilding to shape a concept
directly with our commissioning patrons.
“With Boat Tail we have achieved this. We have
created a trio of exceptional cars which, although
they share a common body style, are each imbued
with the unique, highly personal imprint of the
commissioning patron, thereby telling differing
stories. Boat Tail is unprecedented. Boat Tail is a
distinct counterpoint to industrialised luxury.”
Alex Innes, Head of Rolls-Royce Coachbuild Design, Rolls-Royce

As a House of Luxury, Rolls-Royce imbues its
products with meaning. A Rolls-Royce serves as
a canvas onto which clients reflect their personal
tastes, express ambitions and often, define
legacies. The Bespoke treatment of a Rolls-Royce
elegantly reflects its status as ‘the best car in the
world’ while stylishly expressing the personality of
its commissioning client. Ever increasingly, clients
appreciate and enjoy the marque’s Bespoke
capabilities and Rolls-Royce is called upon, by
its clients, to integrate itself into their lives in
meaningful ways. The brand and its clients have
become progressively closer and the designers,
engineers and craftspeople at the Home of RollsRoyce, a Global Centre of Luxury Manufacturing
Excellence, have developed a unique fluency in
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interpreting the lifestyles of these remarkable women
and men. This evolution of mutual confidence has
resulted in ever more ambitious commissions, reaching
well beyond the scope of Bespoke competencies and
capacity, into the rarefied realm of coachbuilding. To
fulfil these extraordinary client commissions Rolls-Royce
has reached a decision to return to one of the historical
roots of the marque and to initiate a distinct department
within the company, Rolls-Royce Coachbuild.
Coachbuilding is a highly distilled expression of RollsRoyce Bespoke and is reserved for those who look
to move beyond existing constraints. It is based on a
true commission model and represents a collaborative
exploration of meaningful luxury, design and culture
between the marque and its commissioning client. The
results become pivotal moments in time that create a
future historical legacy, advancing designs which in turn
define an era, extending influence far beyond the original
intended purpose of a mere means of transportation.
Rolls-Royce Coachbuild is contemporary patronage in
its truest form.
The discipline inherent in Rolls-Royce’s approach to
coachbuilding requires elite artistic skills that do not exist
elsewhere in the automotive industry. Commissioning
clients demand an object that is truly transformative; an
object that makes a permanent statement and sets itself
apart from anything that has gone before.
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In response, the marque must interrogate and deeply
understand two worlds. The first is the intimately
personal context of the client – their individual lifespace, how they celebrate, what and who they surround
themselves with, and the experiences that have defined
the very best moments in these exceptional people’s
lives. The second is the broader cultural context in which
a Coachbuild car will exist. Here the marque explores the
cultural nuances of the client, movements in architecture,
couture, colour palettes, artistic tastes – even hospitality.
THE DAWN OF A MOVEMENT
In 2017, the celebrated Rolls-Royce Sweptail defined the
dawn of the contemporary coachbuilding movement. It
created a definitive moment that raised the awareness
of a new watermark in luxury and automotive possibility,
illustrating a new realm of exploitation owing to its
hand-built nature. This remarkable product, which was
instantly proclaimed as one of the finest intercontinental
tourers in history, represented a major recalibration of
possibility, and confirmed that the legacy of Rolls-Royce
will be defined in collaboration with its clients.
Sweptail set a new waterline of potential and ignited a
fascination among a rarefied cohort: collectors, patrons
of the arts and commissioning clients of now-iconic
architecture. A number of these women and men
approached Rolls-Royce to discover if they too could
collaborate on a unique commission, one that was even
more profound – one that provided an elevated sense
of curation. The marque agreed, signalling the genesis of
a permanent contemporary Coachbuild department at
the Home of Rolls-Royce.
Within this group, it emerged that three potential
patrons shared a deep appreciation of contemporary
nautical design. J-Class yachts were often referenced as
points of inspiration, both for their purity of form and
their requirement for hand craftsmanship at the highest
level to will them into existence.
This client-led creative expression coincided with a
long-held ambition of the design team at Rolls-Royce
to create a contemporary expression of the Boat Tail
typology, where coachbuilders would graft the hull forms
of sailing boats onto the rolling chassis of a Rolls-Royce.
When the idea of this design direction was proposed, the
three patrons were unequivocal in their approval. And all
three shared a single demand: “Show me something that
I have never seen before.”
In consultation with the clients concerned, an agreement
was reached whereby three cars would share a common
body, but each would then be individually, highly
personalised, reflecting the confluence between vision,
capability and ambition of the marque and each of the
individual commissioning patrons.
Rolls-Royce Boat Tail was conceived.
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The manual techniques of coachbuilding offer new
realms of design opportunity. Once the preliminary
design proposal is penned by hand, the discovery of
the form is enabled with a full-sized sculpture in clay,
allowing hand-crafted manipulation of the expansive
surfaces to perfect its shape. Throughout this process,
the clients were invited to envisage the scope of the
collaboration and influence its direction. Cuttingedge engineering technologies within Rolls-Royce
are fused with the artistic practice of coachbuilding to
exploit new possibilities. The clay sculpture is digitally
remastered, from which the buck, is created on to
which aluminium sheets are hammer-formed by hand.

The first Rolls-Royce Boat Tail, unveiled today, is a
curation of exceptional thoughts, concepts and items,
which culminate to form the clients’ perfect experience.
The commissioning patrons, a globally successful
couple who are highly proficient in the appointment
of Rolls-Royces, truly personify connoisseurship; their
luxury curation is an artform in itself. Their proposition
was purposefully self-indulgent. Their desire was
to create a response to a life of hard work, success
achieved, and celebration required. Their Rolls-Royce
Boat Tail should be joyful, a celebratory car to enjoy
with their family.

Employing age-old individual hand skills and craft,
a living canvas is created from metal –honing and
optimising the aluminium body, creating a clarity of
surface and continuation of line that is unable to be
achieved by machine alone.
The process is akin to yacht building, easing the
transference of soul into the creation. A process of
hand refinement is repeated almost endlessly, without
the pressure of time. Slowly, vast sheets of metal
transform into the sculptural representation of Boat
Tail. A truly pure form is created: uninterrupted by
panel breaks, dramatic in its curvature, monolithic in
scale and formed from one seemingly endless surface.

Together, with the marque’s designers, they embarked
on an intellectual journey, founded on a long-standing
and creative relationship with the brand. Indeed, the
clients’ fascination of the Boat Tail form was furthered
by a motor car in their private collection; a 1932 RollsRoyce Boat Tail, lovingly restored, by them, in time for
their modern Boat Tail’s completion.
Rolls-Royce Boat Tail presents a wonderful new
aesthetic for the marque, balancing previously unseen
levels of sculpture with discrete, sometimes playful
functionality. The creation tells the romantic tale of
Rolls-Royce’s history, echoing a Boat Tail design but
not explicitly mimicking it, fusing an historical body
type with a thoroughly contemporary design.
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At nearly 5.8m long, its generosity of proportion and
clarity of surface present a graceful and relaxed stance.
The front profile is centred on a new treatment of
Rolls-Royce’s iconic pantheon grille and lights. The
grille becomes an integral part of the front end, not
an applique; a freedom of design bestowed only upon
models within the Coachbuild portfolio.
This progressive treatment softens Rolls-Royce’s familiar
formality while retaining the marque’s undeniable
presence. A strong horizontal graphic with deep-set
daytime running lights forms Boat Tail’s intense brow
line and frames classical round headlamps, a design
feature recalled from the design archives of Rolls-Royce.
In profile, nautical references are very suggestive. The
wrap-around windscreen recalls the visor on motor
launches, while the gentle rearward lean of the A-pillar,
the large, crisp volumes at the front and the tapered rear
create a gesture that recalls a motor launch rising out
of water under power. A progressive negative sculpture
in the lower bodyside creates a lithe impression, while
making an historical reference to the running boards of
prominent heritage Rolls-Royce designs.
A MUSE IN BLUE
The exterior of Rolls-Royce Boat Tail is swathed in a
rich and complex tone of the client’s favourite colour
– blue. The hue, with an overt nautical connotation,
is subtle when in shadows but in sunlight, embedded
metallic and crystal flakes bring a vibrant and energetic
aura to the finish. To ensure the smoothest possible
application when rendering the exterior, a finger was
run over the definitive body line before the paint had
fully dried to soften its edges. The wheels are finished
in bright blue, highly polished and clear coated to add
to Boat Tail’s celebratory character.

A hand-painted, gradated bonnet, a first for RollsRoyce, rises from a comparatively subdued deeper blue
which cascades onto the grille, providing a progressive
but informal aesthetic and a solidity of overall volume
when viewed from the front. The interior leather reflects
the bonnet’s colour tone transition with the front seats
swathed in the darker blue hue, recognising Boat Tail’s
driver focused intent, while the rear seats are finished
in the lighter tone. A soft metallic sheen is applied to
the leather to accentuate its pairing with the painted
exterior while detailed stitching and piping is applied in
a more intense blue inspired by the hands of the car’s
timepieces. A brilliant blue is also found woven at a 55
degree angle into the technical fibre elements to be
seen on the lower bodywork, precisely orientated to
emulate the spill of a water’s wake.
The fascia is distilled in its appearance, purposefully
reduced to provide a modern aesthetic. This minimalist
canvas accentuates the jewel like features of the
completely unique BOVET 1822 timepieces specifically
commissioned by the client for Boat Tail (see below).
Collecting pens is another of the clients’ great passions.
A particularly cherished Montblanc pen will reside in a
discretely placed, hand-crafted, case of aluminium and
leather, in Boat Tail’s glove box. The instrument panel
dials are adorned with a decorative technique named
Guilloché, more commonly perfected in the workshops of
fine jewellers and watchmakers. An elegant, thin rimmed
two-tone steering wheel then bears the colours of the
commission. The tactility of the open pore Caleidolegno
is brought into the cabin. Anthracite in colour, the veneer
brings modern strength and depth to offset the softness
of the light blue and metallic sheen. The wood is applied
to the lower cabin and floor area, reminiscent of wooden
hull forms, again, at 55 degrees, perfectly book matched
on centre line providing a uniform appearance when
viewed from either side.
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ROLLS-ROYCE ADDS
BLACK BADGE VARIANTS TO
ESCAPISM LUGGAGE RANGE
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars introduces Black
Badge variant to its Escapism luggage range.
The Collection comprises 48hr Weekender,
24hr Weekender, Holdall, Tote Bag and
Organiser Pouch, available as a five-piece set
or individually.
Designed at the Home of Rolls-Royce to
combine fine leather and a new material
inspired by the unique technical weave first
developed for Cullinan Black Badge. Available
in an array of colours, including bold colourways
taken from the Black Badge palette
Designed for informal travels and spontaneous
adventures, reflecting the bold, self-confident
and self-reliant spirit of Rolls-Royce Black
Badge motor cars.
“Cullinan, Wraith and Dawn Black Badge
present our motor cars' darker, edgier
personas, appealing directly to a generation
of bold, self-confident people who live life
on their own terms. As our global clients
begin to traverse the world once again, our
new range of Black Badge luggage allows
them to complete their distinctive attitude
and identity on their adventures as they
travel for work and pleasure. And, like the
motor cars themselves, these exquisite new
pieces represent the very best in Rolls-Royce
design, materials and craftsmanship."
Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Chief Executive Officer,
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars has added Black Badge
editions to its Escapism Luggage Collection.
The new luggage is designed to complement

the darker, edgier personas of the marque's
Black Badge motor cars, which cater to patrons
with a bold, confident, and uncompromising
attitude to life.
The new range complements and extends
the marque's Escapism Luggage Collection
launched in 2020, for those clients who favour a
more informal, relaxed appearance. To appease
the Black Badge clients, each piece has been
designed from the ground up, reflecting the
particular tastes, requirements and personalities
of Rolls-Royce’s bold alter ego.
The five new pieces – 48hr Weekender, 24hr
Weekender, Holdall, Tote Bag and Organiser
Pouch – are handcrafted from the finest
leather and soft canvas, together with a new
material inspired by the unique technicalweave fabric first used in the interior of
Cullinan Black Badge. This combination gives
the luggage a soft, relaxed and informal feel,
with a distinctive technical look.
Patrons can choose from colourways which
include bold, eye-catching hues from the Black
Badge colour palette or more understated
tones. Each item is finished with intricate
contrast piping detail – a first for Rolls-Royce
luggage, which clients can personalise if they
wish – and a metal plaque bearing the Black
Badge 'Infinity' lemniscate icon.
The Black Badge Escapism luggage collection
can be ordered as a five-piece set or as
individual items from Rolls-Royce dealers.

Prices for the five-piece set start from
22,075 GBP, excluding local taxes.
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THE ROLLS-ROYCE CELLARETTE:
A BESPOKE WHISKY AND CIGAR CHEST
“The Rolls-Royce Cellarette, the latest addition
to the Rolls-Royce Connoisseur’s Collection,
offers our clients new ways to enhance their
lifestyle beyond the experience of their RollsRoyce motor car. Historically, Cellarettes
were used to secure wine and spirits. This
bespoke chest can be configured to stow
aperitifs or digestifs, dependent on the client’s
preferences, alongside prized cigars, in a
spectacular fashion.”
Nicholas Abrams, Bespoke Designer, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

The House of Rolls-Royce is delighted to
present the newest addition to its portfolio
of collectables, the Rolls-Royce Cellarette.
Containing an array of accoutrements designed
to perfect any soiree, the Cellarette derives
from the marque’s rich heritage of providing
clients with effortless and affable hosting
opportunities. The Cellarette will both surprise
and delight those who encounter it.
The Cellarette epitomises true Rolls-Royce
style: precision engineering, exquisite hand
craftsmanship and a breath-taking presentation
of luxury. The polished aluminium chassis,
enveloped by embossed Rolls-Royce Havana
leather complete with an Obsidian Ayous Open
Pore veneer serving tray with Spirit of Ecstasy
inlay, makes the Cellarette the perfect accessory
for any Rolls-Royce owner with a passion for
convivial hosting. Although the Cellarette will fit
into the rear of any Rolls-Royce, it truly comes
into its own as a centrepiece at an al fresco
dining experience, or as an accompaniment at
an intimate gathering.
The dark exterior opens to emit a warm
ambient glow. Armagnac leather highlights
are accentuated by a soft light, evoking the
atmosphere of a distinguished Members’ Club.
An array of beautiful accessories are revealed

in a mechanical fashion, mirroring the opening
of the coach doors of a Rolls-Royce motor car.
Once unfurled, the client is presented with
hand-blown lowball glasses, each exquisitely
finished with the ‘RR’ monogram. These glasses
rotate outwards as the unit opens, evoking a
charming sense of theatre.
In unison with the glasses, a magnificent
Armagnac leather-lined bottle pannier is
revealed. The ‘RR’ embellished holder can adapt
to different bottle sizes, with the bottle held in
place magnetically by a polished aluminium
fastener, ensuring safe stowage of any one
of the client’s preferred refreshments. At the
opposing end is a humidor which, when opened,
offers the user a cigar tray. Cigars are nestled
in Spanish Cedarwood at the chosen humidity
level for optimum enjoyment, a measure that is
precisely monitored by a hygrometer. Featuring
unique detailing, the hygrometer recalls the
hands of the fabled Rolls-Royce clock.
Accompanying the humidor are the perfect
accessories for the cigar enthusiast. Magnetically
held at either end of the cassette are two smaller
containers – one for an intricately detailed cigar
cutter and lighter, made by S. T. Dupont, Paris, and
engraved with the Spirit of Ecstasy Expression,
and the other for an ashtray. To ensure compact
transit, the ashtray’s cigar cradles extend only
once the container is opened.
The Cellarette represents The House of RollsRoyce’s commitment to producing the finest
luxury products and experiences for its patrons,
well beyond the confines of the automotive
environment. Like any Rolls-Royce product,
the Cellarette can be tailored to the client’s
exact specification. The Rolls-Royce Cellarette
is available to acquire through Rolls-Royce
dealerships, with prices starting from £40,570
excluding local taxes.
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2014 FLSL, REBUILT AS A 1948 PAN HEAD, WITH ALL
THE OPTICAL FEATURES OF THE 1948 MODEL.
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ROLLS-ROYCE CULLINAN
RECREATION MODULE

Rolls-Royce Cullinan, the world’s pre-eminent
super-luxury SUV, promises the intrepid owner an
unrivalled blend of comfort and capability surmised
as ‘Effortless, Everywhere’. In addition to conveying
its occupants to their destination in absolute
serenity, off road or on road, Cullinan offers two
unique Bespoke features to ensure that, on arrival,
clients are equipped with everything required for
their adventure.
EFFORTLESS EVERYWHERE
Rolls-Royce Cullinan, the world’s pre-eminent
super-luxury SUV, promises the intrepid owner an
unrivalled blend of comfort and capability surmised
as ‘Effortless, Everywhere’. In addition to conveying
its occupants to their destination in absolute
serenity, off road or on road, Cullinan offers two
unique Bespoke features to ensure that, on arrival,
clients are equipped with everything required for
their adventure.
The first is the Recreation Module, a motorised
drawer cassette designed to fit securely and invisibly
into the luggage compartment floor of Cullinan.
At the touch of a button, the Recreation Module
slides open to reveal equipment, accessories and
paraphernalia personally selected by the motor car’s
commissioning client, each item ensconced in its
own individually tailored container. The Recreation
Module can be trimmed to match or contrast with
the car’s interior and exterior colourway according to
the commissioning client’s preference.
THE LUXURY OF VERSATILITY
The Recreation Module provides 48 litres of space
that can be configured precisely to accommodate the
customer’s requirements. Furthermore, the entire
assembly can be removed and stored separately,
allowing customers to create Recreation Modules
for specific hobbies and applications, from fly fishing,
rock climbing, snowboarding or parascending to kiteboarding or base-jumping. For example, a Cullinan
client could devise three individual Recreation
Modules for shooting, skiing and photography
equipment, then select and install the appropriate
unit prior to departure.
While the Recreation Module adds enormously to
Cullinan’s versatility and individuality, it does so
without compromising the car’s spacious 2,245 mm
loading length and boot capacity of up to 1,930 litres.
KING OF THE NIGHT
In late 2019, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars commissioned
photographer Mark Riccioni to create a series of
innovative and subversive images featuring Black
Badge Cullinan, under the cover of darkness, among
the distinctive automotive subcultures of Greater
Los Angeles.
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To support the project, the marque developed a
personalised Urban Photography Recreation Module,
incorporating specialist equipment including a DJI Mavic
Mini drone, 12.9-inch Apple iPad Pro and 16-inch Apple
MacBook Pro for image capture and editing on location.
The Bespoke Collective of Designers, Engineers and
Craftspeople also found room for Riccioni’s Sennheiser
PXC550 MkII noise-cancelling headphones, Persol
PO3225-S sunglasses and outerwear from streetwear
brand Supreme.
HOSTING SERVICE

THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
As well as the Recreation Module, the rear compartment
can accommodate a second Bespoke feature, unique to
Cullinan, that customers can specify to enhance their
explorations. With the tailgate open, a touch of a button
deploys the Viewing Suite – two rear-facing sociably
arranged either side of a retractable cocktail table. The
Viewing Suite provides the perfect place in which to
relax and reflect on the day’s events. Truly the best seat
in the house.

To accommodate hosting in even the most rugged locations,
the marque developed a permanent Bespoke feature
for Cullinan named the Hosting Service. This remarkable
marriage of design, craftsmanship and engineering offers
a range of accoutrements to create the perfect beverage
while enjoying the world’s most breathtaking vistas. Suited
to hosting up to eight adults, the Hosting Service comes
complete with glassware and the utensils for creating a
fresh cocktail or a classic gin and tonic for passengers.
Elegant highball glasses are adorned with discreet RollsRoyce monograms whilst wooden chopping boards are
made of the highest quality American walnut. Additionally,
space is provisioned for a light snack service.
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PASSION INVESTMENT, EXCELLENCE IS EXPECTED...

SPORTS CLASSICS GENEVA
Never has the culture of vintage been so fashionable,
we are immersed in a world full of nostalgia. The
automotive market is no exception to this trend
and manufacturers are revisiting their past glories to
offer new models and reinforce their identity, which
is shrinking in an increasingly uniform and formatted
market. They also offer through their classic
department, a whole service to restore, maintain,
authenticate or document the iconic models that
have built their legend.

The classic car that once addressed to a small world
of enthusiasts, has never been so fashionable and
mediatized. The growing interest today announce a
bright future. The sustained growth of the market
over the past ten years and its explosion since 2015
only confirm this trend. The Rétromobile show,
which has been in existence for more than 40 years,
saw its attendance exceed 100,000 visitors in 5 days
and its surface tripled.The Techno Classica trade fair
in Essen covers 120,000 sqm.
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The number of specialized magazines is constantly
increasing while the print media is decreasing in other
subjects. In short, the overflowing activity of the world of
the Heritage car has never been so strong.There are many
reasons to succumb to the charms of the collectible
automobile. By taste, by historical or technical interest,
by nostalgia, or simply not to do like the others and do
not ride in a common car. It is also a way to diversify
the investment portfolio without undergoing taxation
of added value, while having fun on the weekend with
a very special asset. It is always more rewarding and
reassuring than a line of numbers in a financial product
which can sometimes be unstable.
Between 2005 and 2017, the heritage car market average
grew by more than 400%, more than the price of gold, the art
market, collectible wines or real estate indexes. But beware,
considering a classic car only as an investment can be a
mistake and risky in the short term. Fortunately, pure-hard
speculators have left the market, which has stabilized for two
years at a more realistic level and remains very high.
It's a sign of maturity and confidence and its good news.
Our track record allows us to analyze the real-time global
market, anticipate and advise a vehicle on a case-by-case
basis, and determine the value and potential for growth. It
also requires a very strong historical, technical and scientific
culture and a deep knowledge of each brand, each model
and its specificities.

You can buy a heritage car by being a novice, you just have
to know on which door to knock. After the purchase, a
number of other issues arise:
Registration, eventual restoration,
veteran control, maintenance, storage?
The ambition of Pegasus Automotive Group and its Sports
Classics Geneva division is precisely to provide a global
turnkey solution tailored to the needs of each customer.
With a personalized support to make sure to answer all the
questions and find all the best solutions. A chain of services
forming an integral logistics for an international acquisition or
sales project thanks to our global network and our strategic
location between Geneva and Lausanne. With 20 years of
experience in the market with a network of more than 2000
collectors and privileged contacts with many institutions,
we are able to answer all requests. Advice, acquisition,
sale, specific research, historical research, authentication,
expertise, valuation, registration for Concours d’Elegance
contests, Rallies, restoration, maintenance ... nothing is
impossible at Sports Classics Geneva.You just have to ask.
We are in a passionate field where emotion and instinct
are paramount. But if the heart beats quickly at the sight
of the car so desired, you must keep a cool head and
feet on the ground. Our quality of advice is born above
all from the passion that drives us together with lucidity
and impartial objectivity.

Sports Classics Geneva
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t. +41 (0)78 717 03 40
@ info@flock-haus.swiss
w www.flock-haus.swiss
FLOCK Haus Switzerland Sagl
Via al Ponte CH - 6965 Cadro

MARCO e BARBARA CALDELARI
Your personal contacts

Luxury wooden houses

t. +41 (0)78 717 03 40
@ info@flock-haus.swiss
w www.yourhouse.ch
FLOCK Haus Switzerland Sagl
Via al Ponte CH - 6965 Cadro
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Choosing the Right
Aftersales Expert
It is incredibly important to choose the right team
of experts when booking your car in for its regular
services. Here at Pegasus Automotive Group we
believe that the key to offering aftersales services
that never fail to impress is to develop a team that
knows every model inside and out. The ultimate
machines require craftspeople every step of the way,
and our technicians are trained and developed to
ensure that they are always one step ahead of the
crowd. With speciality in Aston Martin and RollsRoyce as well as in wide range of prestige models
and supercars, your pride and joy will be treated as if
it is our own from start to finish, including a full valet
and premium care throughout.

Aston Martin servicing
Aston Martin have the highest of stands for
servicing, and Prestige Motor Group meet all of
them, giving you the confidence to know your car will
be looked after every step of the way.

Rolls-Royce servicing
Your Rolls-Royce deserves to be serviced by experts
with the highest of qualifications and a range of
experience so that you can rest assured that your
pride and joy is in the safest of hands.

McLaren Servicing
McLaren have the highest of stands for servicing, and
Prestige Motor Group meet all of them, giving you
the confidence to know your car will be looked after
every step of the way.

Koenigsegg Servicing
Prestige Motor Group is offering all levels
of aftersales service for Koenigsegg models.
Please complete the form below to take the
first step towards booking an appointment for
your Koenigsegg. Our factory trained team of
professionals will be in touch with you short

Heritage servicing
Every premium car deserves to be serviced by the
best, and Prestige Motor Group employ a range of
the best technicians and specialists in the industry to
ensure that we treat your pride and joy with the care
and delicacy it deserves.

Pegasus Detailing
We are able to offer the product line and a full menu
of car care for your car.
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Epalinges
concept

Moudon

Neuchâtel

audiovisuel

Votre principal concepteur d’audiovisuel en suisse

www.bula-sa.ch

0848 905 906

info@bula-sa.ch
concept

audiovisuel

Quel que soit votre projet multimédia et sécurité,
nous sommes votre partenaire de confiance.

www.bula-sa.ch

Pegasus Automotive Group
Route de St. Cergue 298
1260 Nyon, Switzerland
www.prestigemotorgroup.ch

Showroom Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday 9 :00am to 6 :30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm

Aston Martin Geneva

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Geneva

Tel: +41 22 363 80 07
Email: sales@astonmartingeneva.ch

Tel: +41 22 363 80 10
Email: info@rolls-roycemotorcars-geneva.ch

CONTACT
Sports Classics Geneva

Koenigsegg

Tel: +41 22 363 80 07
www.sportsclassicsgeneva.com

Tel: +41 22 363 80 10
Email: info.ch@pegasusauto.com

Mclaren
Tel: +41 22 363 80 12
Email: p.rochat@pegasusauto.com
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Okto | 66.40m (217’6’’) | ISA Yachts | 2014

Available for charter

The original Yachting Company
The global leader in all yachting services, specialising in the sale,
purchase, charter marketing, management, construction
and insurance of the ﬁnest yachts in the world.

www.camperandnicholsons.com
cni@camperandnicholsons.com

Luxury experts since 1782

SALE & PURCHASE | CHARTER
NEW BUILD | YACHT MANAGEMENT
CREW PLACEMENT | INSURANCE
CHARTER MARKETING | MARINAS

